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Abstrac t
The main objective of this research was to develop a quantitative flow visualization
technique to measure gas bubble size and velocities of vertical-up gas-liquid flows. A
system to acquire high-speed digital images was designed and integrated with a hot -film
anemom etry system in the test section of the 76 mm flow loop at Memorial Univers ity of
Newfo undland. Digital image processing algorithms were developed to obtain the gas
bubble size and velocity information from the high-speed flow images . The gas slug and
bubble veloc ities ....'ere estimated using two separate image processing algorithms : a
supe rvised motion trac king algo rithm and an edge detecti on cross-correlation algorithm .
The supervised motion tracking algorithm allows the user to identify and track the
movement of distinguishable gas bubb les and slugs. The edge dete ct ion cross-correlation
algorithm uses standard edge detect ion routines to identify the boundar ies of the slugs
and bubbles. The bubble size information is obtain ed thro ugh morphological opera tions
on the edge-detected images . The displacement of the bubbles between ~'o frames is
obtained through a cross-correlation analys is between the frames . Measurements were
performed in the slug flow regime at severa l gas and liquid superfi cia l velocities. Results
obtained from the quan titative noninvasive flow visua lization and image analysis
techni ques are in good agreement with results from simultaneous hot film enemom erry
measurem ents.
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Chapter I
Introdu ction
Gas-liquid multiphasc transport in pipe networ ks has become a key technological feature
in the oil and gas industry. The accura te prediction of multiphase flow characteristics is
important in this complex field of study. Gas-liquid flows, characterized by turbulence,
defonn ablc phase interface. phase interaction and slip are extremely difficult to model.
Despite its complex ity, the distribution of gas and liquid in vertica l-up flows can be
classi fied into a few dominant flow patterns or regimes : bubble flow, slug flow, chum
flow and annular flow (Hets roni. 1982). Theaccura te measuremen t of phase veloc ities in
each of these flow regime! is necessary to develop and validate mechanistic models of
the flow. Both intrusiv e and non-intrus ive flow measurement techniques have been used
with varying degrees of success to measure phase veloc ity , bubble size distribut ion and
void fractions. It is still a challenge. however, to accurately measure local phase
velocit ies and void fraction distributions. In this thesi s, a new techn ique has been
developed to measure gas bubble and slug velocities usin g • high speed flow
visualization system. The gas bubble velocity measurements are corroborated using hot-
film anemometry and an algorithm to obtain bubble size informat ion from the flow
images has also been developed. This study has beenmotivated by a project to develop a
Multi-Phase Flow Meter (MPFM) to measure the individua l oil-water-gas flow rates of
unprocessed production oil-well streams.
1.1 Background
The unprocessed oil-we ll stream from a petroleum reservoir consists of a multi-phase
mixture of crude oil, brine and natural gas. Real-time information of the gas-oil-water
production rates of each well is expected to result in improved reservoir managemen t,
and thereby maximize the recovery from the reservoi r; however, this data is currently not
avai lable. Presently, on a monthly or semi-month ly basis, the output from each well is
diverted to a test separato r system, and the flow rates are estimated from measurements
on the separated compo nents. Extrapolating the data outside the measureme nt interval
has a high degree of u ncertainty as the flow rate sampling is effectively done over a small
fraction of the total produc tion time of a well.
INSTRUMA R Ltd., with the assistance of C-COR E/A.femorial University of
Newfoundland (MUN), is develop ing an in-Iine oil-water-gas Multi-Phase Flow Meter
(MPFM) to measure the individual oil-water-gas flow rates of unprocessed production oil
well streams . The MPFM operates by measurin g a seque nce of impedan ces at two
streamwise locations . Using advanced signal analysis and pattern recognition techn iques,
the impedance signals are processed to estimat e the individua l volume fractions and local
phase velocitie s of each component (oil-water-gas). Because several different flow
regimes with comp lex interfacia l patterns may be present in the multi-phase flow, the
estimation must be preceded by an identification o f the flow regime. The flow
ident ification is based on information extracted from differe nt electrode patterns, and the
signals are then compared to pattern-spec ific features that have been previously
identified. Due to the complexity and large number of llow regimes that are likely to be
encountered in the practical situation, accurate identificat ion and modeli ng of the llow
regimes are essential for correct signal analysis.
The com plexity of oil-water-gas multiphas e flows makes it improbab le that a complete
analytical (theoret ical) model of the flow can be obtained . A number of semi-empirical
model s can be used to deve lop a composit e model for use in the velocity inversion
algorithm of the MPFM . Tbe models, however, will need to be refined and validared by
test ing the prototype MPFM over the different flow regimes . Tbese tests are essent ial to
val idate the fluid modelin g, and to meet the specification requiremen ts of the meter.
A research program in Multiphase flows has been initiated at MUN to support the
developmen t of the l\1PFM through a Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
COW'lCil (NSERC) collaborative research and developm ent grant. The overall objective
of the research program is to develop innovative flow identification and velocity
estimatio n techniques for gas-o il-water multipbase pipeline flows. A multiphase flow
loop facili ty was des igned and constructed at MUN to investigate oil-water -gas flows.
Test sect ions for both flow visua lization and hot-film anemom etry measuremen ts are
incorporate d into the flow loop. The signal and image processing algorithm s to elic it
quant itative information from the flow visualiza tion and hot-film anemometry
mea surement s have been developed . The data from these measurem ents will be used to
develop mechanistic models of the flow that can be incorporated in the velocit y inversion
algorithms of the MPFM.
1 .20bj~tins
Flow visua lization is a powerful and versatile experimental tool, which has been used to
obtain some of the most significant insights into the behavior of comp lex fluid flow
phenomena . When flow visualizat ion is complemented by quant itative measurements, ir
provides a powerful too l to deduce much of the physics associated with the flow. With
the rapid teclmological improvements in digital image recording and processing over the
last few years. it is now possible to obtain quanti tative informatio n direct ly from flow
visualization images. The main objectiv e of the present study is to develop a quan titative
flow visualiza tion system to measure the gas bubb le velocitie s and size in vertical-up gas.
liquid flow. The speci fic objecti ves of the resea rch are:
I. To design, procure and instal l a high-speed flow ..·isualization system in the MUN
flow loop facility to study gas-liquid flows.
2. To investigate the utility of motion tracking algorithms to determi ne gas bubble
velociti es from the flow images.
3. To develop image process ing algorithms to obta in velocity and bubble size
infonn ation from the flow images.
4. To corrobora te the quantitat ive flow visual ization measuremen ts with
corresponding hot-film ancmom etry measureme nts.
5. To obtain gas bubble and slug velocities over a range of gas-liquid flow rates.
1.3 Outline of T hesis
This thesis is sub-divided into five additional chapters. An overview of vertical-up gas-
liquid multiphase flow is presented in Chapter 2. Intrusive and non-intrusive multiphasc
flow measurement techniques are also reviewed in this chapter. in Chapter 3, the
experimental facilities and instrumentation are described. This includes a description of
both the flow visualization and hot-film anemometry measurement systems. The data
reduction techniques for the flow visualization and hot-film anemometry measurements
are presented in Chapter 4. The quantitative flow visualization results from several test
cases are compared with simultaneous hot-film anemometry results in Chapter 5.
Concluding remarks and recommendations for future work are given in Chapter 6
Chapter 2
Litera ture Review
Although many different flow measurement techniques are available in the chemical.
petroleum and nucl ear industri es, then: still exists a lack of instrumentation for acc urate
multiphase flow measurements. Th is is primari ly due to a poor understanding of such
flows. The accurate design of any multiphase flow measurement system is, in part,
contingent upo n a good u nderstanding of multiphase flow behavior . The measurement of
multiphase flows is an area of active research at many academic institutions and in the
power and process industries. There is an industrial need for effective multiphase flow
meters that can operate in real-time and produce accurate measurements. The
development of such a meter. however. requires an extensive understanding of the flow
physics. An overview of vertical-up multiphase flow and some of the associated
measurement techniques are reviewed in this chapter . Although the scope of this
research is limit ed 10 vertically upward two-ph ase gas-liq uid flow s. man y of the
fundamentals apply to othe r types of multi phase flow s. Vert ical-up gas-liquid flow s are
discussed in Section 2.1 and intrusi ve and non-intrusive flow measurement techn iques are
reviewed in Sect ions 2.2 and 2.3 respecti vely.
2.1 Ver tically Upward Gas-Liquid Two-Phase Flows
The interfa cial interac t ion between the gas and liquid phases determi nes the shape of the
gas bubbles in a mult iphase flow. Instantaneous bub ble shape and size are important.
because they reflect the dynamic changes in pressure inside the bubble and in the
surroundin g fluid. This can have a significant effect on the velocity field of the
surrounding fluid. TIle bubble shape and size also play an important role in heat and
mass transfer between the two phases, since they determine the interfacial area available
for such phenomena . The bubb le dimension s directly affect the drag coefficient, and
hence the~velocity and path. Despite the flow comp lexity, the distribution of gas and
liquid in two-phase vertical-upward flows falls into four dominant flow patterns
(regim es).
Flow regimes for vertical and horizo ntal flows have their own distinct characteri stics
because of the different influence of gravity . Flow regimes in horizontal flow tend to be
somewhat more complex than those in vertical flow due to the asymmetry in the flow
induced by the gravitational force acting normal to the direction of flow. There are four
basic flow regimes for vertical upward flow: bubble flow, slug flow, chum flow and
annu lar flow (Fig. 2.1) . The flow transitions from one regime to the other as thevolume
fraction of gas increases . Hewitt 's ( 1970) description of these flow regimes might be the
most accurate and recognized. A brief description of each of the four regimes is given
belaw:
1. Bubble Flow - Characterized by a dispersion of approxim ately uniform ly
distributed gas bubbles within the continuous liquid phase. The bubbles and the
continuous liquid phase move at similar velocities .
2. Slug or Plug Flow - Charact erized by the appearance of large. bullet-shaped
bubbles, which have diameters nearly equa l to the pipe diameter and move
unifonn ly upward. Although the net flow of both the liquid and gas is in the
upward direction, the liquid can flow locally down outside of the bubble in a
falling film.
3. Chum R ow - Characterized by the appearance of bullet-shaped bubbles, as for
the slug flow regime. but is much more unstable, foamy and disordered. It occurs
at a higher gas flow rate compared with that of the slug flow. It is typicall y
observ ed as an osci llatory motion of the liquid upward and downward wi th
increas ing flow veloc ity.
4. Annular Flow - Characterized by the presence of a continuous colwnn or core of
gas along the pipe, which is SUJTO Wl ded by a continuous annulus of the liquid
phase. The liquid phase moves upwards partly as a wavy liquid film and partia lly
in the fonn of drop lets entra ined in the gas core at a sufficiently high gas velocity .
A wispy-annular flow regime describe s annular flows with a liquid phase in the
form of large lumps or wisps.
T T T T
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Bubble Slug Chum Annular
Flow Flow Flow Flow
Figure 2.1: Flow Patterns in Vertically Upward Two-Phase Flow
Mcquillan and Whalley (198 5) provide a much more detai led description of tile four flow
regimes that includes the transition flow regimes between each of the main flow regimes.
Slug/chum flow occurs when the flow pattern oscillates between slug and chum and
chwnlannular flow occurs when the flow appears as annular flow but with occasional
intermittent chum flow. Although the problem of two-phase flow modeling can be
greatly simplified by only dealing with these specific flow regimes, the flow behavior
within a given flow regime is very complex and not susceptib le 10 any dire ct calculation.
This has led to a variety of phenomenological models that have been used with varying
degrees of success (Hctsroni, 1982).
One of the most important tasks in two-phase flow modeling is to predict flow regimes
under various flow conditions. Two-phase flow regimes are very complex and their
formations depend on phase flow rates, fluid physical properties, and flow geometry.
The usual way of modeling two-phase flow regimes is 10 form a so-called flow regime
map in which the flow patterns are plotted on two axes representing certain physical
characteristics of the two phases. Kosterin (1949) was probably the first to suggest the
use of a flow regime map. The most common maps are plotted with superficial velocities
as the mapping coordinates, or as a combination of parameters thai include velocities
(Baker, 1954; Lin and Hanratty, 1987). The superficial velocity is defined as the average
velocity in the absence of the second phase and is a measure of the individual phase
volume flow rate. The flow regimes are presented as specified areas on the graph with
transition boundaries separating the individual flow regimes. Figure 2.2 shows a generic
flow map based on the superficial gas and liquid velocities with lines representing the
transition boundaries between the different flow regimes.
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Figure 2.2: Generic Flow Regime Map
2.2 lntrusfve Mulliph ase Flow Measu re ment Tec hniq ues
Quant itative information of the flow, such as local phase velocity, void fraction, phase
distribution, bubble size distribution and bubble velocity are required to develop and
validate accurate flow model s. Several intrus ive and non-intrusive methods have been
developed to perform such measurements. Intrusive measurement techniques have been
frequently used in laboratory settings to measure void fraction, gas bubble size and
velocities . The three most common technique s for such measurements use resistivity
probes. optical probes and hoi-film probes. Each method is based on an operating
principle of phase detection using variations of the local fluid properties of the two
phases. Gas bubble velocities are usually estimated by measuring the time for a bubble to
travel the distance between two probes spaced apart in the streamwise direction. A direct
cross-correlation betv..een the signals from two probes spaced apart in the streamwise
direction yields an average time-difference-of-arrival at the two probes. The three
methods. which provide local information, are only accurate provided the sampling times
are sufficiently long to provide statistically accurate results.
In hot film anemometry, an electronic feedback circuit is used to maintain the sensing
element/probe at a constant temperature higher than the surrounding fluid. The output
voltage is proportional to the heat transfer from the sensor to the surrounding fluid.
Multiphase flow measurements using hot film anemometry exploit the large difference in
heat transfer from the sensor to the liquid and gas to discriminate the signal between the
two phases. For a sufficiently long observation, the fraction of time the probe detects the
gas can be interpreted as the local void fraction (Serizawa, 1974). In order to
discriminate the hot film signal into the gas and liquid phases, the dynamic response of
the anemometer output to the passage of a gas bubble across the sensor needs to be well
understood. For the case of a direct hit on the sensor by a gas bubble. two events must be
identified in order to interpret the signal correctly: the points at which the bubble front
and back make first contact with the probe (Farrar & Bruun, 1989). Figure 2.3 details a
sample hot-film anemometry voltage signal and bubble-probe interaction (Kirouac et at ,
1999). The passage of the gas bubble across the sensor corresponds to the time interval
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between these two events. In ear ly research. an amplitude thresho ld was used to
discriminate the signal into the gas and liquid phases (Resch et a!., 1914; Abe l & Resch,
1918; Jones & Zuber , 1978). Data points below the thres hold are assoc iated with thegas
bubbles, and those points above are associated wi th the liquid phase . While this method
is simple in both concept and applicat ion, it cannot correctl y identify either of the two
events described above. Seriza wa et al. (1983) proposed an improved threshold detection
technique based on the first t ime derivative of the signal. Misinterpretation of the signal
can, however, occur in this case when film breakage OCC UI1l across the sensor. To
overcome this, Farrar et al. ( 1988 and 1995) developed a combined amplitude threshold
and slope analysis scheme. It consists of an initial amplitude threshold for bubble
detection, followed by a search method to locate the two events associa ted with the
bubble passage . in addition, the optimal amplitude and slope thresho lds are determined
from the probability dens ity function. Liu and BankofT (l993a) also developed a
comb ined amplitude and slope threshold phase discrimination scheme using the
amplitude , forward and backwa rd slopes of the signa l. This method has the advantage of
incorporat ing more of the real physics of bubble-probe interaction. The discrimin ation
techniques usually map the hot film signal into a binary signal represe nting the two
phases (Fig. 2.4) . The local void fraction is calcu lated as the fraction of time the probe is
in the gas phase (Farra r et el., 1995). The mean phase veloc ities can also be estimated
from the void fraction distribution and individua l phase volume flow rates (Ching et al.,
1999a ).
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Figur e 2.3: Hot-film Anemometry Voltage Signal and Bubble-Probe Interaction in
Bubbly Flow (Kirouac et aI., 1999)
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Figur e 2.4: Typical Hot-Film Signal in Air-Water Slug Flow: (a) Hoi-Film Signal; (b)
Void Fraction Function
The principle of two-phase flow measurements by resistivity probes is based upon the
difference in conductivity between the gas and liquid phases. The probe yields a two-
state signal indicative of the phase because the gas phase behaves like an electrical
insulator. Many of the early investigators (Uga, 1972; Herringe & Davis, 1974 and 1976;
Serizawa et aI., 1987) transformed the original analog signal into a binary data series
using a preset voltage trigger level. The accuracy of the trigger level setting directly
affects the accuracy of the measurements because of the finite response time of the probe
to the gas bubbles. Welle (1985) devised a system using 1\>,..0self-adjusting trigger levels
for bubble detection, where the levels are updated according to the last measurement and
the minimum and maximum values. Liu and Bankoff (l 993b) used a miniature dual-
sensor resistivity probe to measure void fraction, bubble velocity and bubble size
distribution using an iterative routine of self-adjusted amplitude and slope thresholds for
phase identification. The local bubble size and distribution were determined from the
measured bubble chord length spectrum based on the statistics of the bubble residence
time.
The operation of an optical fiber probe is based on sensing changes in the refractive index
of the surrounding medium. In a two-phase flow, the probe is able to discriminate
between the two phases only if their refractive indices are sufficiently different. As with
other types of intrus ive probes, gas bubbles passing the probe are represented by rising
and falling slopes on the output signal. Several Iypes of optical probes are available,
"
however the If-shaped optical fiber probe is generally considered to have the fastest
response time due to its small size (Delhaye, 1981). The Ll-shaped optical probe has a
light source and detector (Fig . 2.5). When light reaches the tip of the probe it is forced to
either reflect or refract depending on the refractive index of the surrounding multiphase
flow. A gas present at the probe tip causes the light to be reflected and a high signa l is
detected , where as a liquid present at the tip causes the light to be refracted producing a
low signal. Cartcll ier (1990) and Cartellie r and Barrau (1998) investigated the response
of various optica l probes to the passage of a gas bubb le, and introd uced the conce pt of
latency length. The latency length is defined as the spat ial resol ution of the interface
detection by a given probe , and can be used as a criterion for comparin g various probe s.
The latenc y length is calcula ted as the product of the signa l rise time and the interface
velocit y. By associating the signal rise time with the liquid/gas trans ition, Cartellier
(199 2) developed a technique to measure the bubble velocity and size simultaneously
using a single optical probe . Moujaes and Sparks (1998) used optical probes at two
streamwise locati ons to obtain profiles of the void fraction, gas velocity, gas bubble
diameter and bubble passage frequenc y in a rectan gular channel.
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Figure 2.5: U-Shaped Optical Fiber Sensor Probe and its Principle of Operation
2.3 Non-Intrusive Multiphase Flow Measurement Techniques
A significant achievement of recent experimental fluid mechanics is the development of
non-intrusive flow measurement techniques. These techniques have the obvious
advantage over intrusive techniques of not disturbing the flow. Common non-intrusive
flow measurement techniques for muhiphase flow include Pulsed Light Velocimetry
(PLV), Holography, Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR), Electrical Impedance Tomography (Ern and Gamma Densitcmeters. The
optical techniques, however, typically involve the addition of reflective seed particles
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into the flow. The seed particles are selected to ensure they follow the motion of the fluid
and have a negligible effect on the fluid flow properties. In addition, the test section has
to be constructed to allow optical access to the flow.
Pulsed Light Velocimetry is a technique that tracks fluid flow by imaging regions of the
fluid within the flow field at two or more known times (Adrian, 1991). The PLY
measurements yield a collection of Lagrangian vectors describing the fluid motion.
Common PLY measurement techniques include Particle Image Velocimetry (PlV), laser
speckle velocimetry and Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV).
Particle Image Velocimetry is an optical technique for measuring the instantaneous two-
component velocity field across a planar region ofa seeded flow field (Adrian, 1991). A
pulsed laser light sheet is used to illuminate the seed particles entrained in the flow field
at two instances in time. The time between the light sheet pulses and either the individual
particle displacements or the average displacement of particles over a small sub-region of
the recorded image is used to calculate the fluid velocity. In PlV the camera is placed
normal to the light sheet so that the dispersed particles scatter light onto the photographic
device. Typically autocorrelation or cross-correlation analysis is used to resolve the
magnitude and direction of the displacement of the particles between the images. The
complete velocity vector field is obtained by analyzing the local velocities in small sub-
regions or interrogation areas of the acquired image (Adrian, 1991).
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Laser speckle velocimetry makes use of the speckle pattern formed when coherent light is
scattered from the surfaces of seed particles (Adrian, 1991). The analysis of these
speckle fields became possible only with the development of the Young's fringe method
of interrogation (Burch and Tokarski, 1968). An analysis of the fringe pattern spacing
and orientation provides the magnitude and direction of displacement respectively. The
method statistically compares the speckle fields between two consecutive exposures.
Dudderar and Simpkins (1977), Grousson and Mallick (1977) and Barker and Fourney
(1977) used the Young's fringe method of interrogation to measure velocity in simple,
steady laminar flows.
Particle Tracking Velocimetry uses an extremely low density of seed particles to produce
streaks or tracks in each image using either long duration exposures or multiple short
duration exposures (Adrian, 1991). Displacement and velocities are determined by
tracking individual particles between images or exposures. Velocity measurements by
this method has been typically a slow and tedious process but recent advances in
computing and camera technology have made this a viable alternative to other methods.
Several hybrid PIV techniques have been developed to study multiphase flows. Gopal
and Jepson (1998) developed a novel digital image analysis technique to study the
dynamic slug flow characteristics in gas-liquid flows. The flow is recorded using two
cameras at right angles to the pipe, and the digital image processing algorithm tracks
coordinates of specified points on the image. The slug dimensional characteristics are
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determi ned from the first camera, while slug translat ional velocity is determined from the
second cam era. Hay et al. (1998) used a backlighted imaging technique for drop size
measurements in annula r two-phase flows with small concentrations of drops in the gas
phase . A CCO camera, with direct digital image acqui sition and an adjustab le strobe
light source . was used to reduce data collection times and information loss through data
trans fer. Meng et al. (199 5) developed an optical system to obtai n shadow-p hotogra phs
of bubbles in a high-press ure forced convect ion evapo rator tube. The photographs are
used to obtain bubb le size, velocity and longit udinal position information. Size and
velocity information arc obtained from multiple exposure images using a measured
bubble shift and a timed pulsed light source.
Peterson et a!' (198 3) and Hewighoest (1983) developed holograph ic measurement
techniques to measure bubble size and veloc ity. In holograph y, two-dimensional images
are reconstructed to produce a compl ete three-dimensional hologram. The two-
dimensional images were obtained by synchronizing a pulsed laser with a rotating
turntable containing photographic plates but recent advancements in camera technology
have replaced this technique. Peterson et al. (1983) developed a process of measuring
bubble size and position by using an electronic circuit capable of recording two-
dimensional spatial coordinates selected on a magnified video screen. The size. position
and velocity of a bubble within a viewing volume was determined by selecting
coordinates at various locations throughout the image. The method was especially useful
for nonspherical bubbles thai often pose problems for intrusive probe measurement
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techniques. Peterson's technique is best suited to multiphase flow systems with relatively
low velocities and low void fractions. Hewighorst (1983) used a technique of digital
image analysis to measure bubble size and velocity in a three-phase fluidized bed system.
The analysis uses a gradient calculation to determine the outline of each bubble. If a
bubble outline results in an open contour, the bubble is eliminated and the remaining
bubbles are fitted with a theoretical bounding circle. The theoretical circles are filled and
used to determine the individual drop size and drop size distribution. The holographic
technique offers the added advantage of obtaining information in three-dimensions.
Despite this, holography is often replaced by two-dimensional photographic techniques
that are much simpler and more readily achievable for experimental work.
Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), which makes use of the coherent wave nature of laser
light and light scattering interferometry, has been used to the study multiphase flows
(Bachalo, 1994). The crossing of two coherent laser beams of the same wavelength
produces a measurement volume of interference patterns or fringes of high and low
intensity light. As particles pass through the measurement volwne, the intensity of
scattered light varies. The frequency of the scattered light intensity variations is directly
proportional to the particle velocity. The scattered light from the particles as they move
through the measurement volume is collected by a photodetector. The frequency of the
scattered light is referred to as the Doppler frequency of the flow, and is proportional to
the velocity component perpendicular to the planar fringe pattern produced by the beam
crossing. The advantage of LDV is that it requires no calibration because the velocity
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depends only on the lase r wavele ngth and optical setup . To obtain liquid velocity, the
signal due to the bubbles crossing the measurement volume must first be removed. Ohba
et al. (1987) used LOA to measure thebubb le and liquid mean velocitiesin a square duct
two-phase flow .
Nuclea r magneti c resonance (NMR) imagi ng is a recently esta blished non-invasive
technique that can beusedto study multlphase flow. Th is technique can provide deta iled
now data and reveal sign ificant information about the flow structure of two-pha se flow
(Lemouni er, 1997). In NMR, a constant high intensity magnet ic field is app lied followed
by two constant gradient field s aligned with the pipe direct ion. The magnetic field
produce s a magnetic mom ent in the fluid on a molecular level and the grad ient field helps
sensitize the measurem ents to the axial reg ion of the llow . A radio frequency is usedto
excite and monitor the respon se of the fluid while influenced by the magnetic field. This
information is used to generate a NMR spectrum that revea ls the structure of the fluid
flow. Lemonnier investigated the use of NMR in two-phase air-water flows and
dete rmined that the technique can provide detai led information on the turbulence of both
phases. The technique also prod uced accura te measurements of the volume fraction ,
volumetric flux and phase flow rate for each individual phase of the mixture. Despite the
requirement for expens ive and complex equipment, the NMR techn ique has significant
potc ntial for local phase measurements in mulnphase llows
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In comparison with NMR. Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is an emerging
technology that provides an inexpensive alternative to multiphase flow measurement s
(Selegh im and Hervieu,. 1998). EIT determines the cross-sectional phase distribution
according to the variation of the local electrical conductivity of the two phases. The
principles of EIT rely on detecting different component conductivities and thus the
method can be extended to analyze three phase systems. The reconstruction of the cross-
sectional phase distribution from EIT requires the solution of an inverse problem, where
the measureme nts obtained at the periphery of the pipe must be manipulated to produce a
cross section profile of the flow pattern. Seleghim and Hervieu (1998 ) used this method
to detect large structures such as slugs and plugs in air-water two-phase flow and some
finer details including the wavy or rugged interface in stratified flow. Lemonnier (1997)
performed similar work with air-water two-phase flows and found EIT extremely
difficult to implement
Gamma densitometers are generally considered the most practical method for measuring
volwnetri c phase fractions in multiphase flowlines (Lunde et aI., 1998). A typical
gamma densitometer setup consists ofa radioactive SOUI'CC on one side of the test section
and a detector on the other side (Fig. 2.6). The beam of photons emitted from the source
propagates through the flow and is attenuated differently as it passes through either gas or
liquid. The varied attenuation can be measured by the detector and is used to determine
the phase fraction in the flow. Lunde et al. successfully used a single energy gamma
densitomete r to make field measurements in the North Sea. Kirouac et al. (1999) used a
2l
gamma densitometer to obtain line-averaged and cross-sectional averaged void fractions
in two-phase flow. The primary limitations of ganuna densitometers are long
measurement times, limited spatial resolution and near wall measurement difficulty.
Source
Figure 2.6: Schematic of Gamma Densitometer
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Chapter 3
Flow Loop Facility
A new multi phasc flow loop facility has been designed and constructed al MUN 10
investigate oil-water-gas flows (Ching et aI., 1998). Two measurement systems are
install ed in the loop to investigate the differe nt flow reg imes : a flow visualization system
and a hot-film anemometry system. The majo r contribution of this research to the flow
loop faci lity was the design and impl ementa tion of the flow visualization system.
3.1 Descrip tion of the Flow Loop
The loop is designed to generate the differen t flow regimes characte ristic of unprocessed
product ion oil we ll strea ms. The loop is constructed to stud y both horizonta l and vert ical
flows by incorpo rating clear PVC sect ions into the flow loop . The flow loop is a 76mm
diameter open loop re-circulating system, and has a total length of 65 m. Long radius
elbo ws are used in the construction 10 minimize flow distwbances and pipe suppo rts are
designed to minimize the influence of system vibrations. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show a
pictorial layout and a schematic of the flow loop respect ively . The flow loop
specifications are detailed in Table 3. 1. To facilitate tests with oil-water mixtures. a 750
liter mixing tank and a 630 liter settling/transfer tank are incorporated into the opera tional
section of the loop. The oil-water mixture is transferred between the moo tanks using a
1.1 kilowatt centrifugal pump. The liquid is pumped from the mixing tank through the
flow loop using a 3.7 kilowatt. 76 rom centrifugal pwnp . The mixing tank also serves as
as
a reservo ir where the gas (a ir) can be separa ted natura lly into the atmosp here. A picture
of the operational sect ion of the flow loop is provided in Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.1: Pictorial Represe ntation of the Flow Loop Layout
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Figure 3.2 : fl ow Loop Schemat ic
Ta ble 3. t : Flow Loop Specifications
Item Sneclfica tion
Mixine Tank O.75m
Separation Tank O.63m
Flow Looo Dimension 76 mm diameter and 65 m lone
Horizontal Test Section 6m
Vertical Test Sect ion 5.5 m
Transfer Pining 38 mm diameter
liquid Flow Rate 0.6 16.4l/s
Air Flow Rate 21.2 3964.2 Standard Liters oer minute
Maximum Worki ng Pressure Max . 414 kPa/60psia
Main Purnn Jacuzzi RSEM3-1 with 3.7kW motor
Transfer Pumo Dvnesco with l.l kW mootor
Compressed Lines 12.7 nun and 25.4 nun dia . steel iioes
Figure 3.3 : Operationa l Sectio n of Flow Loop
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The air is injected downstream of the liquid flow metering section. and separated from
the liquid on the return line as it enters the mixing tank. Turbine flow meters are used 10
measure the individual phase flow rates before the mixing section. Since the MUN flow
loop will be used for preliminary testing of the MPFM. accurate instrumentation had 10
be installed in the loop. A 76 mm turbine flow meter ( FTB~730. Omega) is used 10
measure liquid flow rates and either a 25 mm (FTB-936, Omega) or a 12 mm (FTB-93 I.
Omega) turbine flow meter is used to monitor the air flow rates. Two separate air flow
meters are necessary to obtain a good resolution over the entire range of air flow rates
required 10 generate the necessary flow regimes. Figure 3.4 shows a picture of the flow
metering section of the flow loop.
Figure 3.4: Flow Metering Section of Flow Loop
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Operational control of the loop is implemented through a fully integrated computer
system, which also handles the data acquisition from the flow meters and pressure and
temperature transducers. The system consists of a signal conditioner (CYEXP 32
Multiplexor), an analog to digital converter (CYDDA08I), all integrated in a PC. The
data acquisition and control is accomplished using the Labtech Notebook Pro software.
The flow loop control equipment and the measurement equipment for both the hot-film
anemometry and flow visualization systems are shown in Figure 3.5. A schematic of the
system is given in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.5: Control Equipment for Flow Loop and Equipment for Hot-Film and Flow
Visualization Systems
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of Flow Loop ControVData Acquisition and Hot-Film and Flow
Visualization Systems
3.2 Flow Visualization System
The test section for the flow visualization is located 50 pipe diame ters down stream of the
nearest elbow in the flow loop and is constructed of clear optical grade acrylic tubing.
The images arc obtained using a high-speed digital imaging system and are subsequently
analyzed using either a motion tracking or a cross-correlation routine.
3.2.1 DiJ:itallmaging System
The flow images are obtained using a high-speed digital imaging system (MotionScopl:
PCIIOOOs) that consists of a CCO camera, Pe l interface cardand digital image memory
with a maximum frame rate of 1000 frames per second (fps). The camera is mounted on
a positioning stand and located on an elevated platform with a remote monitor (Figs. 3.7
and 3.8), while the computer control is located adjacent to the flow loop and hot-film
control systems (Fig. 3.5). Complete control of the camera including shutter speed,
frame rate and triggering adjustment is facilitated through the Pc.
_ Elevated Supporting Platform
r----- ---+- - 40mm Dia. Double Convex Lens
r-- - ----+-- Glass Rod
I ,f--t~+=-++-----"-==-I-- Laser UghtSheet
! ~"--- ---+--- ocncerreetsecuco.._,~----+-- Camera Positioning25~.'::.";;;'1 SystemSurface e-M ount LensMirrorsI
Laser Beem r--=-=~---'
Remote Monilor
Figure 3.7: Top View of Flow Visualization System
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Figure 3.8: Flow Visualization Test Section
The digital imaging system records a sequence of digital images of the flow at a pre-
selected frame rate between 60 and 1000 fps, and stores the frames in an image memory
on the controller unit. The images can be viewed forward or reverse at pre-selected
frame rates (I . 2, 3. 4, 5. 10, 30, 60, 125, 250, 500 or 1000 frames per second), frame-by-
frame or freeze frame, to analyze flow motion and time during the sequence. The CCD
sensor has a resolution of 656 x 496 pixels with each pixel occupying 7.4 square microns.
The electronic shutter operates at rates of IX to 20X the set recording rate with exposure
times shown in Table 3.2. Details of the frame rate, image resolution, number of stored
frames and record time are provided in Table 3.3. Although the high-speed imaging
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system is capable of recording images at 1000 fps, frame rates of 250 and 500 fps were
optimum for the present test flow conditions . With an increase in frame rate, picture
resolution is reduced ; consequentl y, it is necessaryto optimi T..e the frame rate with the
flow conditions.
Tabl e 3.2: Exposure Times for Set Shutter Speeds
Fra me Rate 6. 125 25. 5•• 1000
~~~:~~~d~~ 1/60 1I125 11250 1/500 1/1000
Exposure (5) @ 2X 11120 1125. 1/500 1/1000 1/2000
Shutter Sneed sec
Exposure (5) @ 3X 11180 1/375 11750 111500 1/3000
Shutter S~ (;ec)
Exposure (5) @ 4X 11240 1I5oo II I000 112000 1/4000
ShutterS~4sec
~~:::~~ ~~X 1/300 1/625 1I1250 112500 1/5000
Exposure (5) @ lOX 1/600 111250 112500 1/5000 1/10000
ShutterS~(sec)
~~~"';~~..:~X 111200 112500 vsooo 1110000 1120000
Table 33 : Camera Specification s
Fram e Rite Resolu tion No. of Fra mes T otal Reco rd
(fp, ) Pis.els St ored Ti me s]
60 480 x 420 512 8.5
125 480 x 420 512 4.1
25. 480 x 420 512 2.0
500 320" 280 1024 2.0
1000 240" 210 2048 2.o
3.2.2 Lighting Techn iqu es
A 5W Ar-Ion laser (Stabilite 2017) is used in conjunction with an optic setup to create a
laser light sheet for the flow visualization. Space restrictions on the elevated platform
necessitate a unique optic setup to create an adequately thin light sheet (Prenel et aI.,
1989). The optic setup consists of two first surface mirrors, a double convex lens and a
glass rod. The two first surface mirrors are mounted at 45° angles to the beam and are
aluminized on the surface closest to the incident light thereby minimizing energy loss.
The double convex lens is used to converge the beam before it passes through the glass
rod to obtain a thin sheet of light. A scale illuminated with a separate point light source,
recorded as part of the flow image, is used to calibrate the image pixel resolution (Fig.
3.9).
Figure 3.9: Laser Light Sheet and Illuminated Calibration Scale
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Images were also obtained using a backlighted technique that consisted of two 500 W
halogen photography lamps reflected ofTa man finish white screen (Fig. 3.10). Since the
entire test section is illuminated, this technique does not require a point light source to
illuminate the calibration scale. Lamp position is critical in this technique to prevent
shadowing and to ensure optimum image quality.
Figu re 3.10: Back Light Illumination and Calibration Scale
3.3 Hot-Film Anemometry System
The test section for the hot-film measurements is located immediately upstream of the
flow visualization test section (Figs. J.lI and 3.12). The hot-films are mounted on a
traverse that allows the probes to be moved in a radial direction along a diameter of the
pipe with an accuracy of ±O.OI mm (Ching et aI., 1mb). Heavy-coaled cylindrical
J5
DANTEC 55RI I hot-film probes (spaced 18mm apart). operated at an overheat ratio of
1.1 were used wi th a D1SA 55MIO Constant Temperature Anemometer (CTA) system.
The hot-film signals are sampled directly at 7000Hz into a dedicated personal computer
using a KEITHLEY 5570 AID converter.
Figure 3.11: Hot-Film Test Section
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Figur e 3.12: Schematic orHot-Film Probe Setup
3.4 Simultaneous Flow Visualization and Hot- Film Measure ment s
To obtain simultaneous flow visualization and hot film measurements, a common
external trigger circuit with an adjustable time delay on one channel was designed to
synchronize the two measurement systems. Upon activation of the hot-film data
acquisition system and signal generator, the flow visualization system is triggered after a
pre-determined delay. Adjusting the frequency of a square wave from the signal
generator controls the time delay. The falling edge of the square wave is used to activate
image recording by the flow visualization system (Fig. 3.13). The simultaneous
measurements were performed with the camera focused at one of two locations (Fig.
1. Camera focused on the flow visualization test section
2. Camera focused on the hot-film probe test section
J7
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of Trigger Operation
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. Flow Visualization and Hot-FilmFigure 3.14: Camera Positions for Simultaneous
Measurements
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The majority of the simultaneous flow visualization and hot-film anemometry
measurements are performed with the camera focused on the flow visualization test
section. This provides a much better quality flow image because the test section is
constructed of optical grade acrylic tubing. The major drawback of performing
simultaneous measurements in this manner is incorporating the time shift between the
two data sets. Although the time shift is initially unknown, the trigger time delay is
adjusted based on the flow conditions and the separation between the two measurement
systems. The shift in the two sets of data is aligned exactly during post-processing by
focusing on key identifiable characteristics of the flow.
The primary purpose of the simultaneous measurements with the camera focused on the
hot-film probes is to help understand the relationship between the hot-film and flow
visualization data sets. This understanding facilitates data set alignment for the
simultaneous measurements with the camera focused on the flow visualization test
section. With the camera focused on the hot-film test section, both measurement systems
are triggered simultaneously with no time delay. Image analysis is not performed on
these images because of the image noise associated with the intrusive nature of the hot-
film measurement equipment and the low optical quality of the test section.
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Chapter 4
Data Reduc tion
Two types of image analysis algorithms are used to estimate the gas bubb le/slug
velocities from the flow images; a supervised motion tracking algorithm and an edge
detection cross-correlation algorithm. The supervised motion tracking algoritlun was
developed in-house at the Multimedia Communications Laboratory (MeL) and the edge
detection cross-correlation algorithm was developed as part of this research. A second
supervised motion tracking algorithm was provided as a function within the high speed
camera software. This software produces similar results to those obtained using the Mel..
software but requires much less processing time. The camera software is also able to
hand le the images direct ly from the recorded avi file as opposed to the individually stored
images required by the MCL software . For these reasons the camera software was
selected over the MCL software as one method to obtain velocity information from the
flow images. There are, however, several disadvantages associated with both supervised
motion tracking algorithms :
I. Very laborious and time consuming to obtain quantitative information;
2. Troublesome to process images when bubbles are difficult to distinguish;
3. Difficu lt to process images when a large cluster of bubbles are present.
To overcome the difficulties of the motion tracking algorithms, a new image processing
algorithm based on edge detect ion and cross-co rrelation analysis was developed using
MATLAB. The edge detection cross-corre lation algorithm has the advantage of
removing the subjectivity associated with the supervised motion-tracking algorithm and,
in addition, provides bubble size information. This method also provides detailed
velocity information over the entire image rather than at selected points . Data reduction
methods have also been developed to obtain gas bubble and slug velocities from hot-film
anemometry measurements. The hot-film anemometry results are used to validate the
flow visualization results. A brief overview of the supervised motion tracking algorithm s
is presented in Section 4.1 while more detailed descriptions of the cross-correlation
algorithm and bot-film data reduction techniques are presented in Sectio ns 4.2 and 4.3
respectively.
4.1 Supervised Motion Tracki ng Algorithms
The supervised motion-tracking algorithms allow the user to identify the movement of
distinguishable gas bubbles and slugs by manually selecting corresponding entity
coordinates on consecutive frames of the flow. Gas bubble/slug velocities are estimated
using one of two supervised motion-tracking algorithms:
I. Software developed in-house at the Multimedia Communications Laboratory
(MCL) , titled 'Mesh Tracking' ;
2. Software developed by the Redlake Imaging Corporation for use with the high
speed digital camera.
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-t.Ll M esb Tracking Softwa re
1be Mesh Tracking software deve loped in-house at the MeL requires that corresponding
gas bubbles and slugs Ofl consecutive frames of a flow sequence be manually identi fied
by selecting dist inguishable points that define the bubble or slug (Cheng. 2000) . Figure
4.1 shows the Mesh Tracking user interface for calculating the bubble size and velocitie s.
Gas bubbles and slugs that are be ing tracked need to be manually selected by placing
landmarks on the perimeter of the gas bubbles/slugs on two consec utive frames of a flow
sequence. Severa l landmarks are placed around the perimeter of the bubbles and slugs to
improve the accuracy of the velocity estimat ion. The algorithm segments the identified
gas bubbles and slugs using a triangular mesh and tracks the displacement and shape
deformation over consecutive frames. The gas bubble/slug velocities are estimated from
the displace ment and known time step between the frames. Although this algorithm
provides an effective method to capture the details of the motion. it is difficuJt and
laborious to accurately determine the corresponding entity coord inates on consecutiv e
frames of the flow (Ching et al., 1999b). This process is also restricted to relatively large
distinguis hable bubble/slug formatio ns.
Figure 4.1: Mesh Tracking User Interface
4. 1.2 Camera Software
The software included with the high-speed digital camera has a function to measure
motion of clearly defined objects (Fig. 4.2). The function allows the user to place
reference markers on the defined objects of the recorded video images at points specified
with the mouse cursor. For example, the tip of a slug could be identified in ten
consecutive frames to determine the displacement of the slug over the ten frames. The
function determines the distance between markers and estimates the velocity using the
frame rate of the camera. A calibration function is used to convert the displacement in
image pixel values to the physical displacement. To calibrate the system accurately the
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camera must be positioned perpendicular to the plane of motion and at least two points
must be known as a reference for the calibration function. This is achieved by placing a
scale in the field of view and using two points on the scale as reference points. Because
the system only views the image in two dimensions. the distance and velocity are
determined in a plane perpendicular to the camera view.
• ±lJ--- • I ~ II j 'I I ' I r-;;;~
Figure 4.2: Camera Software User Interface
4.2 Edge Detection Cross-Correlation Algorithm
The edge detection cross-correlation algorithm was developed to remove the subjectivity
associated with the supervised motion tracking algorithms. It provides detailed bubble
velocity information for the entire image by segmenting the image into smaller
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interrogation areas. The algorithm defines the boundaries of gas bubbles/slugs and
determines size and velocities. The accurate measurement of the gas bubble/slug
velocities from this method requires that the bubble/slug features be well defined. The
algorithm is developed using standard MATLAB image processing routines and is used
on consecutive frames of a flow sequence. The structure of the algorithm follows seven
steps:
I. Select image coordinates for cropping and calibration
2. Image enhancement/adjustment as required
3. Determine gas slug/bubble size characteristics
4. Estimate image shift to improve segment match
5. Perform image segmentation
6. Perform cross-correlation to determine displacement of the gas slug/bubbles
between consecutive frames
7. Associate a velocity with each bubble size
Figure 4.3 provides an overview of the edge detection cross-correlation routine (a
program listing is given in Appendix A). The diagram is structured such that each major
block contains a function name followed by a brief description. The cross-correlation
function is used to determine the spatial shift of the gas bubbles and slugs between the
two images. This function determines the amount of match between two images and is
especially amenable to obtaining semi-local measurements by segmenting the image into
smaller regions. The image/segment shift, assuming that there is a distinguishable
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correlation between the two images, is determined from the location of the cross-
correlation peak. The location of the peak indicates the displacement of the bubbles (or
distinguishable structures) between the two frames. Details of each function are
presented in Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.6.
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Figur e 4.3: Outline of MATLAB edge detection cross correlation routine
4.2.1 RED UCflON Function
The primal)' purpose of the REDUCTION function is to define the area of the image for
the cross-correlation analysis and select coordinates for the displacement calibration.
Two sets of coordinates are required to perform the cross-correlation analysis: image
cropping coord inates and scale calib ration coordinates. The image cropping coordinates
allow unwanted portions of the image that may contain parts of the apparatus or
background noise to be removed. These unwanted features are removed by selecting the
top left comer and bottom right comer that forms a rectangle encompassing the area of
the image required for the analysis. The image area outside of this rectangle is cropped
from the original image. The two scale calibration coordinates are selected on the linear
scale recorded as part of the flow image. These point s are used to convert the image
pixel values to a physical distance . To increase the accurac y of the calibrat ion. the two
points are selected to have the largest separatio n possible.
4.2.2 MULTlMAG ES Function
The MULTlMAGES function is the main body of the edge detection cross-corre lation
algorithm . The MULTIMAGES function calls all the other function s and calculates and
saves the quant itative information for subsequ ent post-proces sing. The input data for the
analysis includes a sequence of image frames, segmentation size. camera frame rate, type
oflighting (backlightin g or laser) and croppin g and calibration information obtained from
the REDUCTION function.
In order to impro ve the segmentation and cross-correlation results, the M ULT1MAGES
function calculates an approx imate image shift. The approximat e shift is determined by
performin g a cross-correlation on the first two consecutive images from a sequence using
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the full image width. The value of the image shift is used to translate each of the images
in the sequence so that during the segmentation process corresponding image segments
are aligned as closely as possible. This provides a much better match between the
segments and results in a more accurate estimate of the average segment velocity.
Without attempting to align the image segments using some prior knowledge of the shift,
much of the information in one segment would be shifted to the next higher segment and
replaced with infonn ation moving upward from a lower segment.
4.2.3 BUBBlEFILl Function
The function BUBBLEFlLL is designed to detect and obtain bubble size information for
the gas bubbles/slugs. It applies a gamma correction and an intensity adjustment to the
image to help highlight slug and bubble characteristics. If a slug is present in the image,
the user is asked to indicate its general location by selecting a closed polygon around the
slug using the mouse pointer on the image (Fig. 4.4). This helps to alleviate the problem
of non-bounded slugs that are incorrectly considered to be part of the liquid phase during
cress-correlation. The image is subsequently converted from its original grayscale to a
two-level (black and white) image to simplify weighted pixel counting. Figure 4.5 shows
the result obtained when the slug region is not manually identified. The slug is
represented by a cluster of bubbles rather than a large well defined gas region.
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Figure 4.4:Edge Detection Cross-Correlation Algorithm <a) Consecutive Frames with
Poly gon Bound ing Slug; (b) Processed Image
f igu rr 45 : Edge Detecti on Cross-Correlation Algorithm <a) Consecutive Frames; (b)
Proce ssed Ima ge without Manual Indicat ion of Slug
Both the tota l numbe r of image pixels and the number of pixels corresponding to the gas
phase are determ ined for the purpose ofca1culating the perce ntage of gas in the image. A
method of weighting pixels is perfo rmed by the MATI.AB function BWAR EA to
determine the number of pixels correspondin g to the gas phase. This function estimates
the number of pixels based on their location relative to other pixels . Thi s is especially
useful with smaller bubb les thai consist of only a few pixels . It helps to smooth the
irregular edges of these bubbles and determin e a more accur ate estimate of the area
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corresponding to the gas phase. If the percentage of gas is below a set threshold, which
often occurs when gas slugs and bubbles remain as non-bounded regions, an effort is
made to improve the gas pixel estimate. In this case, edge detection routines are applied
to the images to demarcate bubble and slug boundaries (Fig. 4.6a and b). Morphological
operations are then applied to the edge detected images to obtain images with bounded
gas regions. Morphological operations are methods for processing binary images based
on shapes and are fundamentally neighbor operations that involve adding (dilation) or
removing (erosion) pixels from a binary image according to certain patterns or rules. A
combination of a dilation operation followed by an erosion operation using the same
structuring element is used to close the bubble edges. An iterative morphological
operation is used to ensure that each bubble boundary is closed to form an accurate gas
bubble/slug region (Fig. 4.6c). As a precaution to ensure that the gas slugs and bubbles
have not been oversized an image addition routine is included. TIlls ensures that any
black pixels in the adjusted image that do not exhibit some level of grayscale in the
original image are removed.
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Figure 4.6: Edge Detection Cross-Corre lation Algorithm (a) Consecutive Frames;
(b)Application of Edge Detect ion; (c)Application of Morp hological Operation s
4.2.4 RELBUBBLESrZE and BUBBLECLASSIFI CATION Functions
The function RELBUB DLESIZE determines size and position information about the gas
bubbles and slugs. This function searches each image for individual gas bubb les/slugs
and assigns a unique identifying label (Bubble I, Bubble 2, etc.). The center of mass
(centro id) of each gas bubble/s lug is determined as its geometric center based on pixel
coordinates. The area of each gas bubble/slug is determined using the weighted pixel
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approach described in Section 4.2.3. An estimate for the diameter (d) of each gas
bubble/slug is obtained from the area by assuming that each gas bubble/slug has a
circular shape. A ratio of the bubble diameter to the pipe diameter (diD) is used to
class ify each gas bubb le as a small bubble, a medium bubble or a slug according to:
dID 2::0.5 Slug
0.2 < dfD < 05 Medium Bubble
dfD :5:0.2 Small Bubble
This classification is used to assign a corres ponding average veloci ty after the image
segmenta tion and cross -correlation is performed. It also provide s an indication of the
quantity of each bubble size present in the flow image. Table 4.1 shows the bubble size
and position information obtained from the analys is of the consecutive frames in Figure
4.6(a). The horizontal and vertical coord inates for the centroid of each bubble are labeled
' xbar' and 'yb ar' respectively. These coordinates are measured from the top left come t
of the image using the convention tha t right and down direct ions are positive.
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Table 4.1: Bubble Size and Position lnfonnati on from the Analysis of Figure 4.6(a)
Bubbl e No.I ,c~~:;s ybar If~'bbl.:~. Bub ble DIamet er dID Classificat io nixe ls Ixels
1 7.19 3.70 10.36 0.067 Bubble
2 1.56 19 78 3.41 0.022 Bubble
3 6.27 30.18 9.95 0.064 Bubble
4 1.00 40,00 1.13 0.007 Bubble
5 6.29 SO.82 87.88 9.30 0.060 Bub ble
e 11.12 153.75 182.63 15.25 0.099 Bubble
7 6.26 71.83 76.25 9,85 0.064 Bubble
9 9.07 133.92 91.50 10.79 0.070 Bubble
9 18.51 95 ,76 15450 14.03 0.091 Bubble
10 11.83 272.00 36.00 6,77 0.044 Bubble
11 14.52 297. 10 162.25 14.37 0.093 Bubbl e
12 20.96 126.95 100.36 11.30 0.073 Bubble
13 21.08 233.01 102,88 11.44 0.074 Bubble
14 30.94 66 ,41 39 1.00 22.31 0.144 Bubble
15 23.95 168.34 100.38 11.30 0.073 Bubble
is 67.80 271.73 8850 .88 106.16 0.687 Sf,
17 37.50 31.46 75.50 9.80 0.063 Bubble
19 38.37 92 .71 85.63 10.44 0.068 Bubble
19 39.26 146.36 88.63 10.62 0.069 Bubble
20 47 .00 123.06 88.75 10.63 0.069 Bubble
21 52.34 66,83 95.88 11.05 0.071 Bubble
22 52.44 57.09 92.50 10.85 0.070 Bubble
23 59.98 204 .71 83.88 10.33 0.067 Bubble
24 68.55 4.98 90.00 10.70 0.069 Bubble
25 76.26 43.32 111.75 11.93 0.077 Bubble
26 80.43 14 ,86 142,00 13.45 0.087 Bubble
27 82.75 140.46 205 ,88 16.19 0.105 Bubble
28 85.51 27.26 137,88 13.25 0.086 Bubble
29 92.68 45.86 108.88 11.77 0.076 Bubble
30 94.79 3.12 45.00 7.57 0.049 Bubble
31 100 .54 58.48 147.50 13.70 0.089 Bubble
32 102 ,26 168.68 133.75 13.05 0.084 Bubble
33 105.32 112.13 94.38 10.96 0.071 Bubble
34 104 .19 120.47 94.63 10.98 0.071 Bubble
35 106 .79 28.56 77.00 9.90 0.064 Bubble
36 116 ,54 186,49 172.75 14.83 0.096 Bubble
37 118.20 64.09 137.88 13,25 0.086 Bubble
36 115.8 1 101.06 89.50 10.67 0.069 Bubble
3' 115.8 1 154.86 59.25 8.69 0.056 Bubble
40 118.70 4.17 5650 8.48 0.055 Bubble
41 131.27 316.55 11.13 3.76 0.024 Bubble
42 136.50 150.00 ' .00 2.76 0.018 Bubble
43 136,50 189.50 4 .00 2.26 0.015 Bubble
44 137.00 8.00 1.00 1.13 0.007 Bubble
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4.2.5 CROSSCORR Function
The average displacement of the gas slugs and bubbles betwee n two images is
determined through the CROSSC ORR function . This function incorporates a
segmentation routine that allows each image to be divided into smalle r interrogation areas
to allow velocity est imation in different regions of the pipe . Th e location of the peak in
the cross-eo rre lation funct ion provides the spatia l shift of the bubbles between the two
It is important to understand the operation of the cross-corre lation function for proper
interpretation of the results. MATLAB contains a two-dim ensional cross-correlation
function that returns the cross-eorre lation of two matrices with no scaling and has a
maximum value when the two matrices are shaped as similarly as poss ible. Although this
function performs an accurate cross-corre lation between two images, a much faster
version of the funct ion is used in this instance to perform the cross-correlation using the
correlat ion theorem. The correlation theorem states that corre lation in the spatial domain
is equa l to multipli cation in the frequency domain of the Fourier transform of the first
image with the complex conjugate of the Fouri er transform of the second (Jensen , 1999).
In orde r to obtain accurate information from the cross-co rrelation functio n it is necessary
to normalize the result and apply a correction to remove any bias error. The cross-
correlation function can be normali zed by divid ing it by the corre lation coeffic ient
function; however, 10 decrea se the required calculation time, a first order approximation
is made b)' dividing the cross-correlation values by the standard deviation of the origina l
image {Jensen, 1999). It is imponan t 10 note that the flow attribu tes in one image (or
image segment] will be different from those in the next image due to the movement and
defonna tion of the gas bubbles. An attribute at the top of the first image will be shifted
off the next image and new attributes will be found at the bottom due to the flow. The
degree of change between the two images ....i ll vary with changes in flow cond itions and
camera speed. Th is shift in flow attributes tends 10 bias the cross-correlation function .
because two ident ical images are not compared . Since only flow attribute s found in both
images shou ld contribute to the correlation peak . it is necessary to remo ve this bias error.
Dividing the cross-correlation function by a weighting function reduces the bias error.
The weighting function is constructed in Matlab by taking the convolution of two unity
matrixes of the same size as the image (Jensen, 1999). A sample cross-co rre lation plot
for the two processedimages (Fig. 4.6c) is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Cross-Correlation betwee n Images from Figure 4.6(c)
The locat ion of the peak in the cross-correletioe plot corresponds to the displacement of
the gas bubbles between the two images. The signal peak is clearl y distinguishable from
the noise peaks al lowing the gas bubb le disp lacement to be estimated. An accurate
location of the peak is determ ined by fitt ing a three po int Gaussian curve using the
INTP EA K function. This el iminates the possibility of selecting a poin t on ei ther side of
the peak that may have a correla tion value lower than the pea k value. The displacement
of the peak from the center of the correlation plane provide s the horizonta l and vertical
displaceme nt of the gas bubbles between the two images.
The average velocity of the bubbles in an image is ca lculated from the displacement and
time interval between the two consecutive frames . A velocity vector is detenni ned for
each of the segmen ted regions (Table 4.2) and used to genera te a veloc ity vector plot
(Fig. 4.8). To generate this figure the cross-correla tion needs to be determined for each
of the segmented regions [ie. twenty-one limes) beca use the original image is divided into
three vert ical and seven horizontal segments. Each velocity vecto r is representat ive of
the gas veloc ity in the respective image segment. Any resulting veloc ity vector not in the
dominant direction of flow is automatically replaced by an interpolated value using the
NANINTERP function. This function replace s the invalid vectors with interpol ated
values based on the surrounding velocity vectors . It should be emphasized that these
velocity vecto rs represent the velocity of the gas in each image segment and the
VELCLASSMA TCH function classifies each of these vectors as a gas bubble. a medium
bubble or a slug veloc ity. Any segment that conta ins entirely white or black pixels does
not show a shift between consecutive imag es. The value. in this case. of the cross-
correlation function is zero and a velocity vector cannot be determined.
Table 4.2: Veloc ity Matrix showing Segment Velocit ies (mls)
Cen ter Coord ina te! of 22.5 67.5 112.5
Segment (pi ub)
22.5 0.8343 0.8391 0.8922
67.5 0.9653 0.9107 0.7361
112.5 0.8636 0.8129 0.9315
157.5 0.9676 1.1359 0.7486
202.5 0 0.9310 0.6358
247.5 Ll970 1.2524 1.2472
292.5 1.1436 0 0.2766
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Figure 4.8: Segmentatio n Grid and Velocity Vector Plot generated using the Cross-
Correlat ion Algo rithm
4.2.6 VELCLASSMATCH Function
The VELCLASSMATCH function integrates the gas bubble/slug size and position
informat ion of the BUBBLEFILL funct ion with the velocit y information of the
CROSSCORR function. The function uses the velocit y vector matri x (ie. one vector for
each image segment) and the coordinates of each vector to assoc iate a velocity with the
centroid of each slug and medium bubble . The velocity of either a slug or medium
bubble is dete rmined as the average velocity of selected segment velocities surrounding
its centro id. Each velocity vector is selected from the velocity vector matrix by assuming
that the slug or medium bubble has a circular geometry according to Figure 4.9. Only
velocit y vectors surrounding the leading edge of the slug or medium bubble are selected
for IWO reasons :
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1. The leading edge defmes the slug velocity as calculated by the motion
tracking and hot-film techniques.
2. The leading edge has a fairly consistent shape as opposed to the turbulent
chaotic nature of the trailing edge.
Figur e 4.9: Velocity Vector Locations for an Assumed Circular Slug or Medium Bubble
Geometry
The centroid and the seven velocity vectors surrounding the leading edge are used to
calculate an average velocity for the slug or medium bubble. In the case of the example
carried throughout this section, only five velocities are selected (shown in Italics in Table
4.3) due to the segmentation size. If any velocity vector used to calculate the average
velocity exceeds an arbitrary ±30%of the average velocity, the value is removed and the
average is calculated again. Section 5.1.2, which describes the results of the edge-
detection cross-correlation algorithm , expla ins why some of the velocity vecto rs do no(
accurately represent the slug veloc ity. These values are discarded in an attempt to better
reflect the actual slug veloc ity. The average of the five selected values in the present
example is L05 mls. Only one value falls outs ide the ±30% thresho ld (0.6358 m1s). and
when removed returns a new avera ge slug velocity of 1.16 mls. This method requires
that the segment size be carefully selected to reflect the bubble/slug attributes of each
image sequence. In this example the segment size was selected to be somewhat coarse so
that the results could be easily discussed.
Any velocity used in calculating a slug or mediwn bubble velocity is removed from the
velocity vector matrix and the remaining velocity information of the matri x is used to
determine an average bubble velocity . In this case the average bubble veloc ity is
determined to be 0.86 mls. As done .....'hen calculating a slug or medium bubble average
velocity, small bubb le ..·e1oc ity vectors that fall outside an arbitrary thresho ld are
removed and the average is calculated again . In this case the velocity vecto r 0.2766 mls
is removed because it falls outside an arbitrary ±50% threshold. Th is threshold is
selected to be relativ ely high so that only very obscure velocity vectors are remo ved from
the matrix. A lower slug threshold is selected because extraneous velocity values often
result from perform ing a cross-corre lation betwee n segments that contain large regions of
black or white pixels. The new average small bubble veloc ity is 0.91 mls.
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Tab le 4.3 : Velocity Matrix (ml s) with Selected Slug Velocities (as per Figure 4.9) shown
inftalics
I Cente r Ceordtnet es or 22.5 67.5 112..5Segme nt (pi xels)
22.5 0.8343 0.8391 0.8922
67.5 0.9653 0.9107 0.7361
112..5 0.8636 0.8129 0.9315
1.57..5 0.9676 1.l 359 0.7486
202 .5 0 0.9310 0.6358
247..5 I./ 970 1.1524 1.2472
292..5 1.1436 0 0.2766
4.3 Hot -Fi lm Data Red uction Technique
A dua l-probe hot-film ane mome try technique has been developed to measure multiple
gas bubble velocities correspon ding 10 different gas bubble size groups in gas-l iquid
flows. A data reduction scheme using wavelet analysis combined with a phase: detection
techn ique is used to discriminate the hot -film anemometer output signals into signals
corresponding to different bubble size groups . The phase: and bubble size discrimmatlon
is based on the magnitude and first time deriva tive of the signal. and the streamwise
length of the gas s lugs and bub bles. A cross-correlatio n betweenthe discriminated signals
from the two pro bes yields the time-d ifference-o f-arriv al of the gas bubbles at the two
senso r locations. The veloc ities are estim ated from the distance between the sensors and
the time-difference-of-arri val, The streamwise length of the bubb le is estimated from the
velocity and the lime duration the sensor is in the gas bubb le. The bubble size distribu tion
is obtained by swn ming the bubbles of each size group prese nt in the output signa l.
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4.3.1 Data Reduction
Multiple velocit ies corresponding to different slug/bubble size groups can be estimated
from the hot-film output signals through selective discrimination of the signals to reflect
the different bubble size groups. The principle of this technique is illustrated
schematically in Figure 4.10. and is performed in five steps :
I. Signal decompos ition using wavelet transforms to remo ve high-frequency signal
noise.
2. Identification of gas slugs and bubble s using an amplitude and first time derivative of
the signal.
3. Discrim ination of the signal into signals corresponding to different bubble size
groups.
4. Cross-correlation of the discrimina ted signals from the two sensors to obtain the time-
difference-of-arriva l of the gas bubb les at the sensor location s.
5. Estimation of velocities and bubble size from time-difference-of-arriva l and distance
between the sensors.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of Velocity Estimation Procedure
4.3.2 w avelet Signa l Decompos ition
The passage of a gas 51uglbubbleover the hot-film is accompanied by a sudden decrease
in the output voltag e because o f the reduced heat transfer from the senso r to the fluid. A
slug is dist ingu ished by a longer and deeper tro ugh in the output trace , compared 10 that
ofa bubble (Fig. 4.1Ja). lntuitively it may seem plausible that the signal could be suitably
band-pass filtered to elicit the distinguishing features of the slugs and bubbles and
remove the signal noise. However, classica l Fourier filtering techniques are nol suitable
in this case, because of the different phase shifts it imposes on the various frequency
components. Consequently, the cross-correlation will not reflect the true time shift
betwee n the filtered signa ls.
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Figure 4.11: Typical Hot-film Signa l and Wavelet Transformat ion: (a) Hot-Film Signa l;
(b) Wavelet Transfo rmatio n Plot
Wavelet transfonns can be used effectively in this instance to remove the high-frequency
noise and facilitate the phase detection. w avelet transforms are especially useful 10
analyze non-stanonary signals, as in the case of slug flow, because of its ability 10
preserve both the time and frequency infonnalion (Grape, 1995); hence , aCCUI1lle
tempo ral loca lization of each event is poss ible . In addit ion. a mu lti-re solution analysis
(MRA) allows the signal to be analyzed at different frequencies with different
resolutions. Consequently, it is well suited for signals with high frequency components
for short duration and low frequency components for long duration. In waveletanalysis, a
wavelet prototype function, called mother wavelet. is used to decompose the signal into a
scaled and shifted version of the mother function . The temporal analysis is perfonned
with a contracted, high frequency version of the mother wavelet, while frequency
analysis is performed with a dilated low frequency version of the same wavelet.
...
The hot film output signal is first decomposed using a fifth order Symlet wavelet function
to facilitate the extraction of the slugs and big bubbles. The fifth order Symlet wavelet
function is selected as the mother function because it has a similar profile to that of the
sluglbubble (Fig. 4.12). The wavelet decomposition represents the signal as the
superposition of the scaled and shifted versions of the mother function. A continuous
wavelet transform yields localized frequency information of the hot-film output. The
mother function is translated over the time domain and dilated over a range of scales. In
this manner , wavelet coefficients are calculated for the scales at each time location of the
signal. The wavelet transform plot corresponding to the hot-film signal is presented in
Figure 4. l lb. It indicates the time localized frequency content of the signal and can also
be interpreted as the time series record of the signal frequency (or scale). The magnitudes
of the resulting coefficients are reflected through gray level scale as indicated. Figure
4.l lb shows that the passages of slugs and bubbles are associated with a substantial
frequency change at these instances. Such characteristics can be used to localize the
OCCUJTences of those events. For example , the passage of slugs at 0.248 and 0.772
seconds are precisely reflected in the wavelet transform plot at the same temporal
locations. The wavelet decomposition is also used to remove the high frequency noise in
the signal. Figure 4.13 show levels two and three of the wavelet decompositions of the
hot-film signal. While the time informat ion of the local events is well preserved at both
levels, the high frequency components are progressively removed. The number of levels
for the decomposition is based on the nature of the signal, and is selected to ensure that
any component of the signal due to the bubbles is not removed.
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Figure 4.12: Fifth Order Symlet Wanlet Mother Function and Scale Function
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Figu re 4.13: Hot-Film Signal and Corresponding Wavelet Decomposition
Approximations: (a) Original Hot-Film Signal; (b) Level Two Wavelet
Approximation; (e) Level Three Wavelet Approximation
4.3.3 Bubble an d Slug Extraction
A com bined amplitude and first derivative thresho ld technique is applied to both the
original output signal and the level three appro ximation to estimate void fraction and
detect the slugs and bubbles . The amp litude threshol d is calculated using the signal
amplitude probability density function (Farra r et al., 1995) . Once the intersection points
of the signal wit h the threshold are located, a backward searching scheme is used10
locate the front and back of the bubble in the signal. The sign change of the first order
time derivat ive of the signal is deemed to be associated with the event occurren ces, and is
used as the criteria to detect the two events. This was found to be superior to using a
threshold of the first order time derivative. The resulting phase indicator function (Figure
4.14) precisely indicates the tempo ral locations of the slugs and bubble s. The events
associated with very small bubb les are not captured by this scheme. This is expected
since the interest is in slugs and big bubbles at this stage. The signal co rresponding to the
very small bubb les is recovered by removing the slugs and big bubbles from theoriginal
signa l.
(a) !t~~ltt~= rrM
(b) .:m]l ~ll][~
o Q1 0.2 Q3 ~ 0.5 M Q7 Q8 Q9 1
t (S)
Figu re 4.14 : Wavelet Appro x.imation and its Phase Indicator Funct ion: (a) Level Three
Wavelet Approxim ation ; (b) Phase Indicator Funcncn
In the current study , two veloc ities corresponding to two bubble size groups have been
estimated. The discrimination scheme is based on the slug and bubble streamwise
dimension. which is estimated as the product of an average velocit y calculated from the
original signals and the time durat ion the sluglbubble is in contact with the probes . The
bubbles arc delineated as slugs if lilk ll3 and bubbles other wise. whe re Land D are the
strea mwise length of the bubble and diameter of the pipe, respectively. Typical signal s
correspond ing to the slugs and bubbles extrac ted from the original output signal are
shown in Figure 4.15. These representat ive signals d early show that it is possible to
extract the signa l due to different hubble size groups using the method outlined above .
TIle decomposition of the signals allows estimation of velocities of each bubble size
group.
(a) ~ ~l1 : ..!I ~ ' WI~ I II : 'r:5~tm1
(b) ~ ~tt:0 : : : t\t1
(c) ~ ~rf!~~l!' I ' ~ I~ I I I : '(I i ~r ll1 l:f Hj
o 0.1 Q2 03 M 0.5 n e n7 Q8 0.9 1
1(5)
Figure 4.15: Separated S lug and Bubble Signals : (a) Original Signa l; (b ) Slug Signal; (e )
Bubble Signal
4.3.4 Bubb le Velocity and Size Estimation
The time-difference-of-arrival of a particular bubble size group is obtained through a
direct cross correlation of the discriminated signals from the two probes. The cross-
correlation fimction has a sharp peak (Figure 4.16 ). ",-hich make s it easy to determine the
time delay r; The veloc ity is estimat ed using the distance J between the probes and the
time delay r; The peak value of the cross-correlation function is about 0.98. indicating
that the signal does not change much over the distance between the probes. The
streamwsie length of the sluglb ubble group s is calculated from the estimated velocit y and
the time duration of the sluglbubblc passage over the probe. The physical interpretation
of the velocities is much easier when they are associated with the bubble size
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distributions . Th is should facilitate the developm ent of physically plausib le mechanistic
mode ls of the flow.
J
~~",---C~;O";--:~'-l· ---;;~";:;",----;o-=-;;o--.,;;--;!
t (. )
Figure 4.16: Typical Cros s CorreJalion Function
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Chapter 5
Results and Disc ussion
Measurements were performed for vert ical-up slug flow with different gas and liquid
flow rates. Th e test conditions are given in Table 5. 1 and are hereafter referred 10 by the
case letter. The superficial phase velocity is the flow velocity of one phase of the
multiphase flow, assum ing that the phase occupies the entire cross-section of the pipe .
Severa l sequences of flow images, using the back lighting techniqu e, were recorded for
each flow condi tion or case and are dist inguished with a number following the case letter
(eg. A-I , A~2 , etc.). For each case, the liquid flow rate was pre-selected and the
corresponding gas flow rate was adjusted to obtain a dominant slug flow condition.
Section 5. 1 details the flow visualization results obtained using both the mot ion tracking
and cros s-correlation routines. Sectio n 5.2.1 highligh ts the dynamic response of the hot
film probe to the passage of a gas slug and Sect ion 5.2.2 reviews the results of the
simultaneous flow visualization and hot-f ilm anemomet ry measurements.
T ab le 5. 1: Test Conditions
Test Liquid Flow Gas Flow Liquid Superficial Gas Superficia l
Case Rate Igpm] Rato ,CFM) Velocity, VI. (m/s) Velocity , UG (m1s)
A· 1-4 30 1.5 0.40 0.15
B- 1-4 50 1.5 0.66 0.15
C 1-5 100 1.8 1.32 0.18
D- I-5 125 1.8 1.65 0.18
E- 1-5 150 1.8 1.98 0. 18
F 1-5 100 2.4 1.32 0.24
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5.1 Flow Visua lization Result s
The slug and bubble velocities obtained using the supervised motion tracking and the
cross-corre lation algorithms are average velocit ies determined from four consecutive
frames of the flow sequence. Four frames arc chosen to calculate an average velocity
because of compute r processing time, memory and storage limitations when using the
MATLAB cross-corre lation algorithm. Table 5.2 indicates the camera recording
parameters and lighting technique for each lest case.
Tabl e 5.2: Camera Recording Parameters
Test Case Frame Rate (fos Shutter Speed Lizhtin
A 1-4 25. 115000 BackLi tina
B-I-4 25. 115000 BackLi tin
C 1-5 25. 115000 BackLi tin
0· 1·5 25. 1/5000 BackLi tin
E-1-5 500 117500 Back Li tin
F 1-5 25. 1/5000 Back Li tin
5.1.1 Motion Tracking Algorithm Results
The slug and bubble velocities obtained using the supervised motion tracking algorithm
are velocities of slugs and bubbles selected manually using the mouse cursor. The
bubbles are manually selected to be readily identifiable over four consecutive frames of
the flow and to capture details of the velocity near the pipe wall, close to the slug and at
the center of the pipe. The location of each point selected to represent a gas bubble/slug
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is included with the motion tracking results as x and y coordinate values. These values
can be used to locate the position of each gas bubble and slug as identified in Figure 5.1.
The tip of the line for each callout in the figure represents the point selected using the
mouse cursor on the fourth image for each selected test case. Each image of Figure 5.1
has a unique appearance because of variations in slug geometry and variations in the
liquid and gas velocities. The density and orientation of the gas bubbles also affect the
appearance of each image, because of variations in the amount of reflected light.
A sample of the results obtained from the motion tracking algorithm for each test case is
presented in this section. The results of the motion tracking algorithm are presented in
tables that contain position and velocity information for each bubble/slug tracked over the
four frames. Tables 5.3 to 5.8 detail the velocity results for Cases A-I, B-1, C-3, D-3, E-
2 and FA, respectively. The results of the remaining test cases are summarized in a
subsequent section.
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CaseA·1
Case D-3
Case B-1
Case E-2
casec-a
CaseF-4
fi gur e 3.1: Bubble and Slug Identification for Motion Tracking Analysis
14
T a b le 5.3 : Ca se A· l. M otion T racking Re sul ts
x coo rdinat e y coo rdina te Frame Tim e DeltaY Vel ocity Velocity
(inch es) (inches) Number Interval(s) (inches) (inl s) (m1s)
SI
6.083 6.364 120 0 0 0 0
' .066 6.231 \1I 0..... 0.133260 33.315 0.84620
'.066 6.083 122 0..... 0.148760 37. 190 0.94463
'.066 5.950 123 0..... 0.13223 1 33.058 0.83967
Anu e 0."
Bubble I
5.223 2. 182 120 0 0 0 0
5.223 2.066 12\ 0..... 0.115702 28.926 0.73472
5.207 1.9 17 122 0..... 0.149676 37.4 19 0.9S044
5.190 1.802 123 0..... 0.116877 29 .219 0.14216
Ayen 0.81
Bubble 2
5.785 2.397 120 0 0 0 0
5.769 2.264 \1I 0.004 0.13 3260 33.3 15 0.84620
5.7 69 2.132 122 0..... 0.132231 33.05 8 0.83967
5.769 2.0 17 123 0..... 0. 115702 28.9 26 0.734 72
Ann ~ 0.8 1
Bubble 3
6.944 3.8 14 120 0 0 0 0
' .960 3.699 12 1 0..... 0.116877 29.219 0.74 216
6.9 44 3.599 122 0.oo, 0. 100542 25.135 0.63843
6.960 3.500 123 0.co, 0. 1005 42 25.135 0.63843
Anrl l!:c 0.67
Bubble 4
4.380 4.678 120 0 0 0 0
4.380 4.579 12\ 0..... 0.099 174 24.793 0.629 74
4.347 4.479 122 0..... 0. I().1S38 26.13 5 0.66383
4.331 4.364 123 0..... 0.1 16877 29.2 19 0.742 16
Ann e 0."
"
Table .5.4: Case B-1 Motion Track ing Results
xroordinate y coordinate Frame Time Delta Y Velocit y Velocity
inches inches Number Interval s inches) in/s (mI,
Siu
5.583 6.866 23 0 0 0 0
5.583 6.666 24 0.004 0.199984 49.996 1.26990
5.583 6.483 25 0.004 0.18 3319 45.830 1.16408
5.583 6 .300 26 0.004 0.18 3319 45.830 1.16408
Avtra e 1.20
Bubble I
6.150 40983 23 0 0 0 0
6. 150 4.183 24 0.004 0.199984 49.996 1.26990
6.150 4.600 25 0.004 0.183319 45.830 1.16408
6.150 4,400 26 0.004 0.199984 49.996 1.26990
Avereae 1.23
Bubble 2
5.133 3.066 23 0 0 0 0
5.133 2.9 16 24 0.004 0.150911 31.128 0.95829
5.133 2.183 25 0.004 0.134 360 33.590 0.85319
5.13] 2.650 26 0.004 0.133323 33.331 0.8466 1
Al 'era e 0.1'
Bubble3
6.899 3.216 23 0 0 0 0
6.883 3.083 24 0.004 0.134360 33.590 0.85319
6.866 2.983 25 0.004 0.101311 25.343 0.64311
6.866 2.850 26 0.004 0.133323 33.331 0.84661
Al·er . e 0.78
Bubble 4
''''00 1.617 23 0 0 0 05.38] 1,461 24 0.004 0.1499 88 31,49 1 0.95242
''''00 1.317 25 0.004 0.149988 31.491 0.952425.400 1.18] 26 0.004 0.133323 33.33 1 0.8466 1
Avera e 0.92
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Tab le 5.5: Case C· 3, Motion Tracking Results
x coord inate y coordinate F~, Time Dc:ltaY Vdodty Velocity
(U>cl>n) (inches) Nwnba Inlerval(s) (inI;:hes) (ms) (mls)
Slut;!
5.147 6.983 m 0 0 0 0
5.147 6.753 278 0.... 0.229 477 57.369 1.45717
5.163 6 j 24 279 0.... 0.230062 57.5 16 1.46091
5.163 6.27 8 280 0.... 0.24586 9 61.467 1.56 126
Aven e 1.49
Bubble I
5.655 3.9 18 277 0 0 0 0
5.6 55 3.672 278 0.... 0.2464 14 61.604 1.564 74
5.639 3.409 279 0.... 0.26 2772 65.69 3 1.66860
5.655 3.147 280 0.004 0.26277 2 65.69 3 1.6686 0
AVt'ra e 1.63
Bubble 2
5. 180 2.147 277 0 0 0 0
5.163 1.934 278 0.... 0.2137 16 53. 429 1.35710
5. 163 1.705 279 0.... 0.229477 57.369 1.457 17
5. 147 1.475 280 0.... 0.230062 57.5 16 1.46091
Avt'ra r.e UJ
Bubble 3
4.688 43 76 zn 0 0 0 0
4.672 4.14 7 278 0.... 0.229477 57.369 1.45717
4.655 3.885 279 0.... 0.262m 65.693 \. 66860
4.639 3.639 280 0.... 0.2 464 14 6 1.604 1.5647 4
AVt'n e 1.56
Bubble 4
7.360 1.869 277 0 0 0 0
7.343 1.656 278 0.... 0.2lJ716 53.42 9 1.357 10
7.343 1.426 279 0.... 0.229477 57.369 1.45717
7.343 1.180 280 0.... 0.245 869 61.467 1.56 126
AVt'r1 e 1.46
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T ab le 5. 6: Case 0-3, M()(ioo Trackin g Results
x coordinate y coordinate F~. TI~ Dclta Y Velocity Velocity
(inche s) (incbes) Number Interval(s) (inches ) (inls) (m/s)
SJu
5.875 4.806 128 0 0 0 0
5.842 4509 .29 0.004 0.2980 57 74.5 14 1.89266
5.1142 4.164 130 0.004 0.345606 86.40 1 2. 19459
5.842 3.85 1 13. 0.004 0.312691 78.173 1.98559
Avera e 1.01
Bubble 1
5.349 3.70 3 . 28 0 0 0 0
5.349 3.390 12. 0.004 0.3 13 124 78.28 1 1.988 34
5.332 3.0.15 130 0.004 0.34599 7 86.4 99 2.19707
5.332 2.748 13. 0.004 0.2962 34 74.058 1.88 107
A~'~ra e 1.01
Bubble 1
6.813 1.893 . 28 0 0 0 0
6.8 13 1.580 12. 0.004 0.31269 1 78.173 1.98 559
6.81 3 1.284 130 0.004 0.296234 74.058 1.88107
6.797 0.97 1 13. 0.004 OJ13 124 78.28 1 1.98834
Avera e l.9!i
Bubble 3
4.427 2.1164 128 0 0 0 0
4.4 11 2.551 12. 0.004 0.31269 1 78.173 1.98 559
4.394 2.304 .30 0.004 0.24 7409 61. 852 1.57 104
4.394 1.991 13' 0.004 0.312691 78.173 1.98559
Avera ~ I."
Bubble 4
4.740 3.357 128 0
•
0 0
4.723 3.09-1 12. 0.004 65 .958 1.675 33
4.72 3 2.798 130 0.004 74.058 1.8810 7
4.72 3 2.485 131 0.004 78.173 1.98559
Avera e 1.8.5
Tab le 5 .7 : Case B-2 . Motion Tracking Results
x coonlina.te y cooedina te f_ Time DcltaV Vclocit)' Vclocit) ·
( inches) ( inche's) N~ba- lnten..al( s) (inches) (iw.) (mls)
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7.640 7.422 32. 0 0 0 0
7.623 7.238 330 0.002 0.1 85058 92529 2.35024
7.606 7.054 1JI 0.002 0. 185058 92.529 2.35024
7.606 6.869 JJ2 0.002 0.184298 92.149 2.34058
Avcr a e ' J 5
Bubble 1
6.802 4.59 1
'"
n 0 0 0
6.786 4.42 3 33. 0.002 0.168380 84.190 2.13843
6.786 4.256 331 0.002 0.167544 83.772 2.1278 1
6.786 4.088 JJ2 0.002 0. 167544 83.772 2.12781
Avera e 2.13
Bubble 2
7.875 2.480 329 0 0 0 0
7.85 11 2.312 330 0.002 0.168380 84.190 2.13843
7.8511 2.145 1JI 0.002 0.167544 83.772 2.12781
7.858 1.977 JJ2 0.00 2 0.167544 83.772 2. 1278 1
Avera e 2.13
Bubble 3
6.601 3.736
'"
0 0 0
6584 3.58S 330 0.002 0.151717 75.859 1.92612
65 84 ).4 35 1JI 0.002 0. 150790 75.J95 1.91503
6.568 3..184 JJ2 0.002 0 .151717 75.859 1.92682
A,·erlll!~e t. 92
Bubb le 4
'.060 5.730 32' 0 0 0 0
'.060 5.519 330 0.002 0.150790 7S.J9S 1.91503
' .060 5.428 1JI 0.002 0.150790 7S.J 9S 1.91503
9.043 5.278 JJ2 0.002 0.151717 75.859 1.92682
Avera e 1.92
Ta ble 5.8: Case F-I , Motion Tracking Results
x cooedinate y coord inate F~, Time DelaY Velocity Velocity
(inches ) (inches) N= "" Inlerval( s) (inches) (Ws) (mls )
stc
5.091 5.471 374 1d 0 05.09 1 5.140 J7S O.QO.I 82.6·'2 2.099115.074 4.826 37. OJl04 78.618 1.996905.058 4.463 177 0.004 91.000 2.311-«>Ann e U.
Bubble I
7.04 1 1.669 J74 0 0 0 0
7.025 1.504 J7S 0.004 0.166108 4 1.527 1.05479
7.008 1.339 376 0.004 0.166108 41.527 1.05479
6.991 U S7 177 0.004 0.182562 45.640 1.15926
A",era e 1.09
Bubble 2
4.876 2.892 374 O. 0 04.859 2.628 J7S O.QO.I 0 66.242 1.68255
4.859 2.380 376 0.004 6 1.981 1.57432
4.843 2.149 177 0.004 57.997 1.47312
A\len e 1.58
Bubble 3
6.99 1 3.471 J74 0 0 0 0
6.975 3.190 J75 0.004 0.281468 70.367 1.78732
6.975 2.926 376 0.004 0.264454 66.113 1.67927
6.958 2.678 J77 0.004 0.248476 62.119 1.57782
A\len e 1.68
Bubble 4
5.471 2.645 J74 0 0 0 0
5.454 2.347 J7S 0.004 0.297969 74.492 1.89210
5.471 2.083 376 0.004 0.264970 66.242 1.68255
5.47 1 1.785 J77 0.004 0.297511 74.378 1.88920
A"'efll. e 1.82
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The bubbl e/slug velocities from the monon trac king revea l severa l predominant trends :
I . The bubble velocity is greater in the central region of the pipe flow than at the
pipe wall s.
2. The s lug velocity is greater than the veloc ities of the smaller bubb les.
3. The slug appears to have a dominant influenc e on the neighboring smaller
bubbles.
The average sma ll bubble velocities for Case A.I , obtained from the motion trac king
algo rithm. clearl y indicate the reduced bubble veloci ty near the pipe wall. The velocit ies
of Bubble 3 and Bub ble 4, located near the pipe wall, are about 17 percent less than the
velocities of Bubble I and Bubbl e 2, located in the cen tral region of the flow . Similar
results are apparent from the results for Case &-2 whe re the velocities of Bubble 3 and
Bubble", are abo ut 10 percent less than the velocities of Bubb le I and Bubb le 2. An
average sma ll bubbl e veloc ity is determined for each test case from the four smal l bubb le
velocities (Table 5.9) . In each test case , except: for Case C-3, the s lug veloc ity is greater
than the average bubble velocity. The percent difference between the s lug and bubble
velocities is also shown in the table . For Case C-3 the percent difference between the
slug and bubb le velocitie s is only 2 perce nt. The percent difference between the slug and
bubble velociti es for both cases C-3 and 0-3 is smaller than the perce nt differen ce for the
other four cases. For thes e two cond itions, more mixing is eviden t, making the slugs less
distinguishable and the velocities betwee n the slugs and bubbles closer.
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T able 5.9: Slug and Bubble Velocities determined from the Motion Tracking Algorithm
Test Case Slug Veloc ity Average Bubble ~. Difference in Slug and
mI, VeI~itv lmls Bubble Velocities
A-I 0.88 0.74 16
"-I 1.20 0.95 21
C-3 1.49 1.52 2
0-3 2.02 1.92 5
E-2 2.35 2.03 14
F-4 2.14 1.54 28
5.1.2 Edge Detection Cross -Correlation AI~or i thm Result s
The edge detect ion cross-correlation algorithm is also used to calculate an average gas
slug and bubble veloc ity. This algorithm removes the subjectivity assoc iated with the
motion tracking algorithm and provides more detailed bubble velocity and size
infonn ation . A sample of the results from the edge detection cross -corre lation algorithm
for each test case is presented in this section, The results for each case are presented in a
syste matic fashion starting with a figure showing four original cropped images as
captured by the camera. The second figure shows the same four images after image
process ing is applied to detect and obtain bubble size infonn ation. The third figure
consists of three veloc ity vector plots superimposed on the segmentation grid and the
origina l image. For Cases A-I and B-1 the image area is divided into three vertical and
seven horizontal segments while for Cases C~3 . D-3. E-2 and F-4 the image area is
divided into four vertical and ten horizontal segments to better capture details of the
higher concentration of gas bubbles. The horizontal and vertica l scales are image pixel
values. Only three velocity vector plots can be generated from the four origina l images.
"
because the cross-corre lation function must be applied between two images . Three
subseq uent table s show the velocity vector matri x values for each vector previously
shown in the co rresponding velocity vecto r plot. The velocity vectors are positioned at
the geometric center of each segment. Threehistogram s are presented after the velocity
vector matrix tables to show the bubble size distribution for each velocity ,..ector plot.
The histogram s show the quant ity of bubbles in each bubble size category as determined
by the ratio of the estimated bubble diameter to the pipe diamete r (dID). To ensure that
each histogram has a standard bin structure, a bin labeled ' more' is included to lump
bubbles with diD > 0.9 into one category. Values typically fall in this category when
clusters of bubbles appear as a slug or when clusters of bubbles are joined with a slug.
Table 5.10 provides a concise summary of the selected flow visualization results
prese nted in the followin g pages.
Table 5.10: SummaryofFigure and Table Numbers for Flow Visualization Results
Original Filled Veloc ity Veloci ty Vector Bubble Size
Images Images Vecto r Matrice s Histogram s
Test Case PI""
Case A-I Fi .5.2 Fi . 5.3 Fi .5.4 Tables 5.11-5.13 Fi .5.5·5.7
Case B-1 Fi .5.8 Fi . 5.9 Fi .5.10 Table s 5.14-5.16 Fi s. 5.11-5.13
CaseC-J Fi .5 .14 Fi 5.J5 Fi .5.16 Tab les 5.17-5.19 Fi2S. 5.17-5.19
Case D-3 Fi .5 .20 Fill. 5.21 Fi . 5.22 Tables 5.20-5.22 Fists. 5.23-5.25
CaseE·2 Fill. 5.26 Fill. 5.27 Fi .5.28 Tables 5.23-5.25 Fizs . 5.29-5.31
Case F-4 Fill. 5.32 Fill. 5.33 Fi 5.34 Tables 5.26-5.28 Fiw;. 5.35-5.37
"
figu~ 5.2: Cese A·I , Original Images frames 120-123
Figure 5.3: Case A·I . Filled Images Frames 120-123
""igur~ 5.4: Case A- I, Velocity Vector Plots Frames 120-123
Table S. I I : Case A-I . Velocity Vector Ma
Center
Coord inates of
Seemem teixe ls 22.5 67.5 112.5
225 0.7494 0.8038 0.8154
675 0.60 12 0.6473 0.7545
112.5 0.6681 0.7184 0.7563
157.5 0.58 15 0.0000 0.6984
202.5 0.7154 0.7910 0.7375
247.5 0.7535 0.7360 0.6511
292.5 0.6739 0.7662 0.7011
trix Frames 120-121
Tab le 5.12: CaseA-l , Yeloc lrv Vector Ma
Cen ter
Coordinates of
Segmen t {nixels 22.5 675 112.5
225 0.7473 0.7868 0.7227
67.5 0.6604 0.6277 0.6944
112.5 0.6654 0.7828 0.8019
1575 0.5 819 0.0000 0.7122
202.5 0.7268 0.8094 0.7699
247.5 0.3023 0.7059 0.5732
292.5 0.6809 0.8166 1.1076
trixFrames 121-122
Table 5.13 : Case A- I, Velocit vector Ma
Center
s;:~:7~:~~ 22.5 67.5 112.5
22.5 0.7474 0.7999 0.7541
67.5 0.71 12 0.6121 0.1156
112.5 0.6405 0.7829 0.7813
157.5 0.6004 0.7499 0.7204
202.5 0.7601 0.1691 0.7488
247.5 0.1909 0.6982 0.5260
292.5 0.6023 0.8155 1.0187
trill Frames 122-123
"
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FiRure 5.5: Case A_I . Bubble Size Histogram Frames 120- 121
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Figure 5.6: Case A-I , Bubble Size Histogram Frames 121-122
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Figun 5.7: Case A-I , Bubble Size Histogram Frames 122-123
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Figure 5.8: Case 8- 1, Origina l Images Frames 23-26
Figur e 5.9: Case B-1, Filled Images Frames 23-26
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Figure 5.10: Case B-1, Velocity Vector Plots Frames 23-26
Tab le S.14: Case B-1. v elccnv Vector Matrix F
Center
s~:~~;':~:~~ 22.5 67.5 112.5
22.5 0.8343 0.8391 0.8922
67.5 0.9653 0.9107 0.7361
112.5 0.8636 0.8129 0.9315
157.5 0.9676 1.1359 0.7486
202.5 0.0000 0.9310 0.6358
247.5 1.1970 1.2524 1.2472
292.5 1.1436 0.9279 0.2766
ram~s 23-24
Tab le S. IS: CaseB-1. Yeiocltv Vector Matrix F
Center
Coordinate s of
Segment (pixels 22.5 67.5 112.5
22.5 0.8367 0.7500 0.8433
67.5 0.9444 0.8874 1.5192
112.5 0.8877 0.822 1 0.8091
157.5 0.9614 1.1124 0.8100
202.5 0.8955 0.9073 0.6533
247.5 1.0619 0.9115 1.1263
292.5 0.9178 0.9818 0.3875
rames24-25
rames 25·26Tab le S.16: Case B-1. Velocity Vector Matrix F
Center
Coordinates of
Sesmen t (o ixels 22.5 67.5 112.5
22.5 0.1l4OO 0.7253 0.7400
67.5 0.8922 0.9397 0.7694
112.5 0.9540 1.1183 0.8806
157.5 0.9034 0.9288 0.8023
202.5 0.9235 1.1461 0.9097
247.5 0.8611 0.9051 0.5200
292.5 1.1385 1.1539 0.9909
"
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Figu re 3.11: Case B-1, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 23-24
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Figure 5.12: Case B-1, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 24-25
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Figure 5.13: Case B-1, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 25-26
I"igure 5.14: Case C-3, Origina l Images Frames 277-280
Fig ure 5,15: Case C·3, Filled Images Frames 277-280
Figure 5,16: Case C-3 , Velocity Vector PIOfS Frames 277-280
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Teb le 5.17: CaseC-3, Vel ocit v Vector Ma trix Frames 2
Center
Coordinates of
I seerem (Dixc:ls 18.5 55.5 925 129.5
18.5 1.5471 1.6883 1.7453 1.3763
55.5 1.7267 1.7071 1.5996 1.5506
92.5 1.4590 1.6660 1.6736 1.4527
129.5 1.6538 1.7843 1.7816 1.6006
166.5 1.6210 1.6757 1.7677 1.8543
203.5 1.6949 1.4403 1.7520 1.5914
240.5 1.3766 1.3689 1.4305 1.2843
277.5 1.1695 3.876 8 0.8 128 0.9586
314.5 1.5797 1.6780 0.724 2 0.9 194
35 1.5 2.0472 1.5385 1.5243 0.5887
T able 5. 18 : Case C-3. Veloc ity Vect or Matrix Frames 2
Center
Cooedinares c f
Se2IDeltt lmxc:ls 18.5 55.5 92.5 129.5
18.5 1.6973 4.3365 1.7127 1.4142
55.5 1.6624 1.6853 1.6143 1.48 12
92.5 1.5834 1.6985 1.8826 1.5074
)29.5 3.5 160 1.7406 1.7214 1.7938
166.5 1.6513 1.6004 1.7322 1.7159
2035 1.5978 1.4754 1.5115 1.4734
240.5 I.I 959 1.3000 1.2119 1.2071
277.5 1.1835 0.9110 0.7478 0.9218
314.5 1.9054 1.9407 2.0283 0.5988
351.5 2.8903 1.9993 1.540 1 0.6453
T a b le 5 .19 : CaseC. 3, v elocitv Vector Matrix Frames 2
C"'...
~~~::~~ 18.5 55.5 92.5 129.5
18.5 1.6721 1.6796 1.5949 1.4577
55.5 1.646 1 1.7051 1.5651 1.5137
92.5 1.5712 1.7182 1.7557 1.7654
129.5 l.S747 1.6834 1.7926 1.4518
166 .5 1.6725 1.5552 1.7100 1.5529
203.5 1.3630 1.4285 1.4460 1.4238
240.5 1.0393 1.5633 3.3506 1.1040
277.5 1.58611 1.51161 0.7620 0.7159
314.5 2.1656 1.6013 1.8720 0.6470
35 1.5 1.0376 1.7000 2.1703 0.8 188
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Fig ure 5.17: Case C-3. Bubble Size Histogram Frames 277-278
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Fig ure 5.18: Case C-3, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 278-279
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Fig ure 5.19: Case C-3. Bubble Size Histogram Frames 279-280
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Figure 3.20: Case 0..3, Origina l Images Frames 128-131
f igure 3.21: Case 0- 3. Filled Images Frames 128-131
Figure 5.22: Case 0 -3, Velocity Vector Plots for Frames 128-13 1
9l
Table 5.20: Case 0- 3, Velocity Vector Matrix Frames
Center
CO;::n~::~ 18.5 55.5 92.5 129.5
18.5 1.7 130 1.7147 4.378 1 1.8110
55.5 0.2583 2.0943 1.5934 1.7278
92.5 1.8 189 2.1243 2.0676 1.7167
129.5 1.8299 1.9990 1.7685 1.7727
166.5 1.7892 1.969 1 1.6036 1.S759
203.5 1.6712 1.9015 1.6163 1.7285
240 .5 1.5674 1.3038 1.3623 1.5792
277.5 1.2097 1.2392 1.4622 1.3368
314.5 0.9850 0.5 839 1.0570 3.1286
351.S 0.8639 1.8019 1.6738 1.0351
128-129
Table 5.21: Case 0.3. Ve ccrtv Vector Matn x Frames
Center
Coordinates of
Se" mct1l(lIixe ls 18.5 55.5 92.5 129.5
18.5 1.6678 2._ 1.9852 1.8237
55.5 3.8932 1.9487 1.5965 1.7003
92.5 1.90 15 2. 1197 1.9531 1.5643
129.5 1.8448 2.1033 2.7509 1.6205
166.5 1.837 8 1.8443 2.2382 1.6109
203.5 1.5582 1.5318 1.6781 1.5948
240.5 1.4921 1.2721 1.4057 1.4576
277.5 1.1538 1.1589 1.3611 1.3735
314.5 4.2838 1.6315 1.0827 1.0861
351.S 0.7460 1.990 3 1.1316 3.6979
129-130
sUo-B ITable 5.22: Case 0.3, Velocity Vector Matrix Frame
Center
Coordinatn of
SelmlCtll(lIixds 18.5 55.5 92.5 129.5
U .5 1.67 19 4.6701 1.6910 1.7587
55.5 4.0929 2.0429 1.7371 1.7927
92.5 1.8326 2.070 3 1.8823 1.7487
129.5 1.7816 1.9288 1.6907 1.7319
166.5 0.5575 1.7124 1.7918 1.6525
203.5 3.7576 1.7035 3.7030 1.5343
240.5 1.4390 1.2149 1.4590 1.4209
277.5 4.4464 1.1042 1.3018 1.3366
314.5 0.8511 0.9603 1.0926 2.0155
351.5 0.7066 4.2960 1.1166 1.1712
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Figure S.23 : Case 0- 3, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 128-129
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Figu re 5.24: Case 0.3, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 129·130
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Figur e 5.23 : Case D·3, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 130-131
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Fig ure S.26: Case B-2, Original Images Frames 329-332
Figur e S.27: Case E· 2, Filled Images Frames 329·33 2
figure S.28: Case E-2, Velocity Vector Plots Frames 329-332
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Table 5.2.3: Case E. 2, velocirv Vector Matrix Frames 32
Ce nter
Cooedinates of
Se2mCnt lnixels 12 l6 60 ...
12 1.8966 2.04 10 2.000 1 1.8363
3. 1.9347 1.9951 1.9663 1.8120
60 1.9268 1.9281 2.0897 1.7474
84 1.9091 2. 1099 2.020 3 1.7W 3
108 1.8328 1.9468 1.998 1 1.8679
132 1.8093 1.9777 1.8828 1.7916
IS. 1.8357 2.1244 1.9223 1.5900
ISO 1.7023 2.0592 2.2223 1.5639
204 1.458 5 1.4832 1.468 7 1.4227
228 1.3876 1.7679 1.8 187 1.1434
9-330
Table 5.24 : Ca se E·2. Ye loc irv Vecto r Matrix Frames 33
Center
Coord inillCsof
Seaee nr (nh:els 12 3. 60 ...
12 1.9187 2.1130 2.0236 1.7952
3' 1.8854 1.9835 2.0646 1.8380
60 1.9505 2.062 9 2.0693 1.7704
84 1.8256 2.(H)15 2.0939 J.7755
108 1.8532 1.9911 2.0574 1.8109
132 1.7458 1.9010 1.908 5 1.7530
ISO 1.7365 1.9987 1.9306 1.5702
ISO 1.6330 1.8546 2.1105 1.5637
204 1.4827 1.4153 1.4393 1.3797
228 1.7584 1.9358 1.9457 1.2413
0-33 1
· 332Table 5.25 : Case E.2 , Vel ocitY Vector Matrix Fram es 33 1
Center
Coordina tes of
Sezmen t Ipixel s 12 36 60 ...
12 1.9788 2.0768 1.9574 1.8498
36 1.9784 1.88n 2.0950 1.9021
60 1.9 106 1.9868 2.0139 1.7781
84 1.8656 2.1138 2.0693 1.634 1
108 1.9169 2.005 7 2.0464 1.9288
132 1.8818 2.0524 1.9274 1.8330
IS. 1.6 126 2.1010 2.0075 U 477
ISO 1.6156 1.98 18 1.9575 1.4962
204 1.4215 1.4252 1.3603 1.3687
228 1.6189 1.9662 1.9353 1.3134
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Figure 5.29 : Case E·2. Bubble Size Histogram Frames 329·330
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Figure !1i.30: Case &2 , Bubble Size Histogram Frames 330-331
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FigureS.31: Case E-2, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 331·332
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Figu re 5.32: Case F-4, Original Images Frames 374-377
Figure 5.33: Case F-4, Filled Images Frames 374·377
Fig ure 5.34: Case F-4, Velocity Vector Plots Frames 374-377
Table 5.26: Case F-4. Yelocit Vector Matrix Fram es 37
Cen ter
Coordinates of
SetzmenlfDill.c ls I'
"
.5 133
I ' 15 488 1.58 12 1.6014 1.2236
"
1.6631 1.5378 1.5483 1.346 1
95 1.7223 1.953 1 1.7996 1.4638
133 1.5226 1.9 154 1.8198 1.3252
171 1.7050 1.8035 1.67 18 1.4322
20' 1.4000 1.9687 1.6538 1.3078
247 1.2944 1.363 3 1.1291 1.2049
285 0.7910 1.1340 0.8680 0.7 927
323 0.6 207 2.0368 0.6139 0.5929
361 2.1724 1.6865 1.6100 0.5068
4- 375
-3767 C F V IT a b e S.2 : ase -4, eicc rt Vector Matnx Fram es 37 5
Cen ter
Cocedinares of
Sc2ltlentfDill;cls
" "
.5 133
I' 1.4989 1.6255 3.3598 1.1782
"
1.46 39 1.58 14 1.6099 1.1032
'5 1.7 156 1.6144 1.8044 1.4179
133 1.566 1 1.95 78 1.8565 1.3850
171 1.5178 1.7982 1.7936 1.3369
20. 1.3976 1.75 10 2.0 105 1.227 1
247 1.0726 1.1306 1.0131 1.0806
285 0.7577 3.9 181 0.8376 0.9633
32l 1.6377 1.7313 1.8502 0.5296
36 1 2.33 89 4.3486 0.5335 0.5660
Table 5.28: CaseF4 . Velocity Vector Matrix Frames 37
Center
~~":::~~ 19
"
' 5 133
19 1.5394 1.6 163 1.7582 1.1852
"
1.4608 1.6616 1.7527 1.6 160
. 5 1.64 08 1.8737 1.7773 1.3856
133 1.1699 1.8711 0.7270 1.3845
171 1.5867 1.90 30 1.6309 1.2885
20. 1.3053 1.2626 1.5416 1.1506
247 0.9132 1.1035 0.94 32 0.9706
285 0.709 7 1.1942 0.756 9 0.6289
32l 2.006 7 2.2973 2.1962 0.4771
36 1 2.1493 1.9287 0.6254 0.5526
6-377
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Figure 5.35: Case F-4, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 374-375
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Figu re 5.36: Case F·4, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 375-376
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Figure 5.37 : Case F-4, Bubble Size Histogram Frames 376-377
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Gas bubble and slug velocities are determined systematically from the velocity vector
matrix as explained in Section 4.2.6. For the case of a slug, the velocity vecto r located at
the centroi d of the slug and seven swro unding velocity vectors . predicted to be located at
the tip of the slug, are used to detennine an average slug veloc ity. Any velocity vector
asswned to contribute to the average slug velocity is removed from the velocity vector
matrix. The remain ing velocity vectors are used to calculate an average gas bubble
velocity. The average gas bubble and slug velocities, determin ed from the edge detection
cross-correlation algori thm for the six selected test cases and the discrepancy of these
values with the motion tracking results, are presented in Table 5.29.
Tabl e 5.29 : Slug and Bubb le Velocitie s determined from the Edge Detection Cross-
Correlation Algorithm and Comparison with Motion Tracking Results
Test Slug Velocity Average Bubble Slug Velocity Bubb le Veloc ity
C"" mi. VeioCitvlm/s Discreoancv1% Discreoancv I0/.
A-I 0.71 0.73 I. I
8- 1 0.90 0.% 25 I
C-3 1.61 1.54 8 I
1).3 1.67 1.93 17 I
E-2 1.87 1.83 20 10
f -4 1.39 1.52 35 I
The bubb le velocity results from the edge detection cross-co rrelation algorith m are in
good agreement with the motion tracking results; however, the edge detection CtOSS-
correlation algorithm appears to under-pre dict the slug velocities. The discrepancy of the
bubble ve locity measurements using the cross-correlation algorithm for five of the six
cases is only 1 percent , while for the other case it is 10 percent. The maximum
discrepan cy for the slug veloci ties is 35 perce nt. which sugges ts an error in the cross -
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correla tion results for slugs. The mot ion trackin g veloc ity result s and fundamental fluid
mechanics theory indicate that the slug velocity should be greater than the small bubble
velocity . 1be buoyancy force associated with large gas slugs in a vertical -up flow should
cause the slug to have a greater velocity than the surrounding smalle r bubbles. The
velocity vector matrices genera ted from the edge detection cross-correlation algorith m
indicate that thecalc ulated slug velocities may not provide an accurate representation of
the actual slug veloc ity. Oftentimes. either a poor ly defined slug boundary or the content
of the interrogatio n area produces an inaccurate representation of the slug veloc ity. The
edge detecti on. on the left of the slug shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. ind icates a prob lem
that arises with the backlight ing technique . An image with a poorly defined slug
boundary frequent ly results in an unfavorable edge detect ion of the slug. This problem
can be overcome by using the laser lighting technique which produces images with more
clearly defined slug and bubble boundaries . The conte nt of an interrogation area can also
produce an inaccurate representation of the slug velocity. For examp le, the interrogation
area may contain a large percentag e of either wbite or black pixels due to the slug
occupy ing most of the interrogati on area . This results in an inaccurate shift of the slug
between interrogatio n areas of consec utive images leading to a poor cross-co rrelation
value. Interrogation areas located on the side of a gas slug typically contain a large
quantity of black pixel s oriented to fonn a thick vertical line. The cross-correlatio n
function is also unable to detect a spatial shift in this line because its vertical orientatio n
will rema in the same on consecutive images. Also, an interrogation area may contain a
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large quan tity of small bubb les and only a small portion of a slug. This results in a
velocity vector tha t does not accurate ly represent either the bubble or slug velocities.
The edge detection cross-correlation results of Case F..4 show many of the problems
associa ted with dctermin ing an average slug velocity . The velocity vector matrix for
Frames 374-375 (Tab le 5.26) in conjun ction wi th the corresponding veloc ity vector plol
(F ig. 5.34) illustrates some of these problems. The veloc ity vector, 1.968 7 mis, located at
the vertical coord inate of 209 pixels and the horizonta l coordinate of 57 pixel s (209, 57)
would be the best single segment to represent the slug tip velocity. This segment
contains predominately the slug tip with very few smaller bubble s. It also contains a
reasonable spread of black and white pixels that allow a close match betwee n
correspon ding interrogation areas of consecut ive images . The velocity vector located to
the right, pixel coordinates (209 , 95), is dominantl y influenced by the presence of many
smaller bubb les. This result s in a lower velocity vector of 1.6538 m/s, representing a
combination of the slug and small bubb le velocities. Velocity vectors located on either
side of the slug show the prob lem that arises when the cross-correlation function is
applied to black pixel s that fonn a vertical region . Examples include the velocity vectors
0.7910,0.6207,0.7927,0.5929 and 0.5068 located at pixel coordinates (285, 19), (323 ,
19), (285, 133), (323 , 133) and (361, 133), respecti vely. Due to these erroneous velocity
vectors, the estimated average slug velocity is lower than the true slug velocity. This can
be corrected by eliminating the false veloc ity vectors by considering the spatial shift of
the entire slug as described below.
,..
Although the edge detect ion cross-correlation algorithm under -predicts the actual slug
velocity, the algorithm accurately estimates the bubb le velociti es. This indicates thai the
algorithm can successfu lly determine the spatial shift of the bubbles. In order 10 obtain
accurate slug velocities from the edge detection cross-correlation algorithm. the images
need to be pre-processed to remove the smaller bubbles and isolate the entire slug.
Figure 5.38 show s two original images for Case B· I followed by the corresponding
manuall y modified and processed images. The slugs are first identified and cropped to
isolate the slug and remo ve the bubbles (Fig. 5.38b). The bounda ry of the slug is then
detected and filled (Figs. 5.38c and d) . The results obtained using the cross-correlation
algorithm with a coars e grid of two vert ical segments and three horizontal segments on
the pre-p rocessed images containing only a slug are presented in Table 5.30. The
discrepancy between the slug velocit y results using this method and the results of the
motion tracking algorithm an: also included.
T able 5.30: Slug Velocity from Cross-Corre lation Algorithm with Modified Images and
Discrepancy with Motion Tracking Results
Test Case Sl" Veloc itv {mls SIu2 Velocity Discrepancy I %
A- I 0.93 5
B-1 1.24 I
C-3 1.47 3
0- 3 1.98 10
E-2 2.30 3
F-4 1.97 8
10'
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Figur e ~ .38 : Manual Modification of Flow Images for Case 8 -1 (a) Original Images; (h)
Bubbles Cropped from Images; (1:)Edge Detect ion; (d) Slug Identificat ion
The slug velocity results obtained using the modified images show a much better
agreement between the two algorith ms. The average discrepancy betwee n the two
algorithms is now less than 5 percent and the maximwn discrepancy is 10 percent. This
indicates thai the edge detect ion cross-co rrelat ion algorithm can be used to accurate ly
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determine slug velocities with some pre-processing of the images. Several possible
modifications to the algorithm to allow accurate estimation of bubble and slug velocit ies
without manually pre-processing the images are discussed in the next chapter.
TIle bubble size histograms provide infonnation about the quantity and size of the gas
bubbles present in each flow image, and are useful to estimate the interfacial areas. For
the present flow, the majority of the smaller gas bubbles have a bubble to pipe diameter
ratio of about 0.1 while the larger gas slugs have a bubble to pipe diameter ratio in excess
of 0.8. For examp le, the bubble size histograms of Case A-I indicate the presence of
about sixty small gas bubbles, one slightly larger gas bubble and one slug. The results of
the bubble size histograms at higher flow rates indicate the presence of additional larger
bubbles that are very likely an agglomeration of small gas bubbles. This OCCUl'S because
the edge detection routine tends to jo in bubbles that are closely positioned or over lapped.
For example , Case E-2 indicates the presence of one large slug along with a small
number of gas bubbles. In this example many of the small bubbles have been lumped
into the large gas slug. It may be possible to overcome this problem by comparing the
slug against a standard geometry and removing port ions that fall outside this geometry.
The current method assumes that the slug has a circular geometry based on the area of the
connected regions. For accurate estimations of the bubble size distribution using this
method , a large number of frames need to be analyzed and the results averaged to obtain
statistically steady values.
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5.2 Simu lta neous Flow Vlsuahzatio n and Hot-Fi lm Measur ement
Results
The results from the quantitative flow visualization techniques were corroborated with
simultaneo us hoi-film anemometry measurements. The simultaneous flow visualization
and hot-film measurements were perfonned with the camera positioned in two separate
locations . In the first location the camera was focused directly on the hot-film probes to
help discriminate the hoi-film signals into the gas and liquid phases. This came ra
position provides a sequence of images showing the gas bubbles and slugs passing over
the hot-film probe . In the second posit ion. the camera WIl S focused on the optical test
section to obtain simultaneous velocity information from both measurement techniq ues.
5.2.1 Dynamic Response of the Hot-Film to the Passage of a Gas Slug
In order to discriminate the hot-film signals into the gas and liquid phases accurately , the
dynamic response of the probe to the passage of a gas bubb le needs to be clearly
understood . This was investigated using simultaneous high-speed flow visualization and
hot-film measurements with the camera focused directly on the hot film lest sect ion.
Figure 5.39 shows the hot-film trace as a slug passes over the probe, with the
corresponding flow images. The dynamic response of the probe is similar to that
described by Farrar and Bruun (1989). As the slug front approac hes the probe (A), the
signal output increases because the liquid in front of the slug is moving with a greater
veloc ity than the average liquid velocity. The signal continues to increase until the probe
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pierces the slug (B), and this is accompanied by a small overshoot. This is followed by a
steep drop (from B to C) due to the evaporation of the liquid film on the sensor surface.
At locations D and E the probe is in the gas phase and the signal corresponds to that of
the gas phase. when the back of the slug arrives at the probe, the rapid covering of the
probe with the liquid results in a steep rise in the signal output (from F to G). At location
H, the probe is in the wake region of the slug. The two events, B and F, correspond to the
bubble front and back hitting the sensor, and need to be clearly identified to localize the
slug passage. The two events are associated with a sign change in the time derivative of
the signal , and this is used to facilitate the location of the bubble front and back.
~~. ,-'r-=3~r:. ,J,L~,.J -iifiii i i i L~ h i"""JflLl ',' ~" .JL~ l~1b J
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Ftgure 5.39: Dynamic Hot-Film Response to the Passage ora Gas Slug
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5.2.2 Co mpa rison of Flow Visualization and Hot Film Mea surement
Results
The gas bubble and slug velocities estimated from the flow visualization images are
compared against the simultaneous hot-film anemometry results in Table 5.31. The slug
velocities from the edge detection cross-correlation algorithm are for the pre-processed
images that contain only a slug. The discrepancy in the results from the motion tracking
algorithm to those obtained from the edge-detection cross-correlation algorithm and the
hot-film data is given in Table 5.32.
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Table 5.3 1: Comparison of Results
MOlionTrackin CrossCottelation Hot Film
51"" Bubble Slug Bubble Slug Bubble
Velocity Velocity Velocity Velocity Velocity Velocity
Te",C ase Frames m/s mI, mI, mI, mrs mI,
A-I 120-123 0.88 0.74 0.93 0.73
A-' 126-129 1.00 0.74 0.76
A-3 300-303 0.92 0.86
A-4 465-468 1.06 0.91 0.95
Avera e 0.98 0.83 0.93 0.83 1.02 1.30
B-1 23-26 1.20 0.95 1.24 0.96
B-2 29-32 1.22 0.81 0.99
B-3 100-103 1.13 1.06
B-' 145-148 1.33 1.12 \. 07
Avera c 1.2!'i 1.00 1.24 1.02 1.20 0.93
C-1 120-123 1.53 1.61
C-2 164·167 1.46 1.51 1.49
C-3 277-280 1.49 1.52 1.47 1.54
C-4 387-390 1.56 1.56 1.47
c-s 424·427 1.54 1.58 1.54
Avera e 1.51 1.54 1.47 r.sr 1.44 1.54
0- 1 1-' 2.48 2.14 2.08
0- , 43-46 2.15 2.10 1.86
D-3 128-131 2.02 1.92 1.98 1.93
D-4 300-303 2.04 1.82
0- 5 400·403 2.17 1.91 \.86
An t a e 2.21 2.02 1.98 1.91 2.16 1.97
E-I 213-216 1.88 2.03
s-a 329-332 2.35 2.03 2.30 1.83
E-3 342·345 2.19 \.93 1.84
&, 733·736 2.18 2.07 2.02
&5 900-903 2.02 2.08
a vera e 2.24 1.!>. 1.30 1.96 2.25 1.8'
'-1 15-18 2.17 1.64 1.66
'-2 69-72 1.77 1.70
' -3 200-203 1.78 1.64
,-, 374-377 2.14 1.54 1.97 1.52
'-5 381-384 2.13 1.68 1.52
A\'et a e 2.1!'i 1.68 1.91 1.6l 2.02 1.72
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Table 5.32: Discrepancy of Average Velocity from Motion Tracking with Edge
Detection Cross-Correlation and Hot - Film
Cross Correlation Hot Film
Test Slug Bubble Slug Bubble
Case ve~ity Velocity Velocity ve~ity
%) %
A 5 0 4 57
8 1 2 4 7
C 4 2 5 0
D 10 6 2 3
E 3 1 0 7
F B 4 B 2
The results from the three methods compare favorably for the six flow cases. except for
the bubble velocity from the hot films for Case A. In this case, the hot-film bubble
veloc ity measurement yields a considerabl y higher value than the two flow visualization
methods. This is due to the directional insensitivity of the hot-film anemometry system
and the small quantity of bubbles present for this flow condition. At low liquid flow
rates, the flow visualization indicates a substantial amount of re-circulation (back flow)
that makes it difficult to estimate flow velocities using a direct cross-correlation method.
This can be overcom e by calculating individual bubble velocities and obtaining an
average of the individual veloc ities.
With the exception of Case A, the average discrepancy between velocities for each of the
flow condition s is under 10 percent. The average agreement for the bubble velocities
from the edge-detection cross-correlation technique is within 2.5 percent of the motion
trackin g results. The velocities from the motion tracking algorithm are, to an average,
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within 3.8 percent of the hot-film results, except for case A. The estimated bubble
velocity using the hot-film and edge detection cross-correlation techniques is an average
value over a large number of bubbles, whereas the bubble velocity estimated using the
motion tracking algorithm is an average of only a few selected bubbles. The accuracy of
the bubble velocity using the motion tracking algorithm can be improved by tracking
additional gas bubbles. An average velocity obtained from a larger number of bubbles
would reduce any error associated with the motion tracking algorithm.
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Cha pter 6
Conclusions and Recommend ations
6.1 Conclusions
A flow visualization system was developed to obta in quantitative informat ion of gas-
liquid vertical-up two-phase flows. The system, installed in the MUN Multiphase Flow
Loop Facility. uses a high speed digital imaging system that consists of a CCD camera,
PCI interface and digital image memory. The images obtained with this system were
processed using a motion tracking algorithm and a newly developed edge-detection
cross-correlation algorithm. To the best of the author's knowledge, this is the first
attemp t to obtain quantitative information from multi-pha se flow using an edge detection
cross-correlation algorithm. The results compare favorably with simultaneous hot-film
anemometry measurement s.
The flow visualization lest section is constructed of clear optical grade acrylic tubing and
is located immediatel y downstream of the hot-film anemomet ry test section. The
selected location for the flow visualization system relative to the hot-film anemometry
system makes it ideal for simultaneous flow measurements. The flow visualization
system is installed to incorporate the use of two separate lighting techniques: backlighting
and laser light. The backlighting technique uses halogen lamps and is ideal for a
complete analysis and understanding of the entire flow. The laser light technique uses a
5W Ar-Ion laser and an optic setup to create a thin sheet of light suitable for obtaining a
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two dimensional image at a selected location in the vertical plane of the flow. Both
techniques incorporat e a scale to calibrate the images.
Two image processing algorithms ....'ere successfully developed to obtain quantitative and
qualitative infonnation of vert ical-up gas-liquid t\ ...o-phase flow. The supervised motion
tracking algorithm identifies the movement of manually selected distinguishable fluid
entities between consecutive frames of the flow. The edge detection cross-corre lation
algorithm defines the bounda ries of gas bubbles/slugs and determines the individual
velocities. The estimated velocities from both methods compare favorably, however,
some modifications are required to automate the analysis of images containing slugs
using the cross-correlation algorithm. Presently, smaller bubbles must be removed from
the original image and the resulting image processed using the cross-correlation
algorithm ....-ith a coarser grid structure . In general. the edge detect ion cross-correlation
method has the advantages of removing the subjectivity associated ....-ith the supervised
motion tracking algorithm and reducing the required processing time. Estimating the
velocity over several frames of the flow sequence increases the accwac y of both
methods. The accuracy of the bubble velocity obtained using the supervised motion
tracking algorithm can aIM! be improved by tracking a larger number of gas bubbles. The
results obtained from the flow visualization techniques compare favorably with those
from hot-film anemometry measurements. The directional insensitivity of the hot-film
anemometry system makes it unsuitable for flows with a significant amount of flow
recirculation. The edge detect ion cross-correlation algorithm can also estimate the
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bubble size distrib ution in the flow. This is particularly useful to estimate the interfacial
areas, which is an important parameter for model ing two-phase flows.
6.2 Research Contr ibutions
The development of a quantitativ e flow visualization system to measure gas velocities in
two-pha se vertical-up flow s has significantly enhanced the capabilities of the MUN
Multiphase Flow Loop Facility . The flow visualization system includes the equipment
necessary to obtai n high speed images of the flow and algorithm s to extract gas bubble
velocity and size information. This research has ensured that the equip ment , procedur es
and processing algorithm s are in place to test the INSTR UMAR Multiphase Flow Meter
(MPFM). The system will also be an exce llent diagnostic too l to troubleshoot problems
with the MPFM velocity inversion algorithms. Benchma rk testing of the flow
visualization system has shown that accurate gas velocities can be achieved using both
the motion tracking and edge detection cross-correlation algorithm s. Add itional work,
directed toward the analysis of the laser light images and improvement of the edge
detectio n cross-correl ation algorithm can further enhance the flow visualization system.
Simultaneo us flow visualization, using both lighting technique s, and hot-film
anemometry data has been collected, catalogued and archived on compact discs for
numerous flow conditions to assist with future development and verification of the edge-
detection cross-corre lation algorithm.
6.3 Rec ommend ati ons
It is recommended that additional work be conducted 10 enhance the operation of the
edge detection cross-correlation algorithm and to investigate the information that can be
obtained from the laser light sheet images . The curren t revision of the edge-d etection
cross-correlat ion algorithm is able to handle the images obta ined using the laser light
sheet. but has not been tested or verifi ed . Add itional work is requ ired to verify the
ope ration of thi s code before it can be used to obtain bubble ve locity and size information
from flow images.
Methods to enhan ce the edge -detecti on cross-correlation tec hnique are required . Much of
this work should be focused on obtaining a more accurate est imate of the gas slug
velocity which can be achieved through seve ral steps:
I. Modify the approx.imation of a gas slug as a circle to either an oval or
elliptical geometry to better model the true shape of the gas slug.
2. Form ulate a method to preven t large dense clusters of bubbles from appearin g
to be slugs .
3. Incorporate a means to automa tically adjust the interrogati on area to better
capture detail s of the slug tip. A coarser grid structure surrounding the slug
appears to prod uce more accurat e slug velocity results.
4. Remo ve any small gas bubb les surrounding the slug and use a double pass of
the CROSSCO RR function to capture the detai ls of the gas bubb les and slugs
separa tely.
5. Devise an improved method to select veloc ity vectors from the velocity vector
matrix that better represent the true slug veloc ity.
6. Replace the threshold method currently used to filter the velocity vectors with
a statistical method .
The images obta ined using the laser light sheet are essen tially two-dimensional and can
also be usedto obtain quantitative inform ation from the flow. A two-d imensional image
of a vertica l slice of the flow eliminates problems associated with locatin g the spatial
position of bubb les. Th is is a problem encountered with the three -dimensio nal images
obtained using the back lighted techniq ue. Accurate velocity information can be obtained
from the laser light images using either the motion tracking or edge detection cros s-
correlation techn iques. The reduced concentration of small bubb les in a slice of the flow
eliminates many of the problems associat ed with detenn ining the slug velocity using the
edge detect ion cross-corre lation algorithm. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show sequences of
images obtained using the laser light sheet technique fOTthe passage of a gas slug and gas
bubbles respectively. In these images the gas phase appears white and the liquid phase
black.
\IS
Figure 6.1: A Time Sequence Showing the Passage of a Gas Slug obtained using the
Laser Light Sheet Technique
Figur e 6.2: A Time Sequence Showing the Passage of Gas Bubbles obtained using the
Laser Light Sheet Technique
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Appe ndix A
MATLAB Program Listin g for Edge Detection Cross-Corre lation Algorithm
(Ordered A1phabdially)
BUBBLECLASSIF ICAn ON Function
function [c1ass]=bubblec1assificat ion(dovcrD)
% Clas sify each gas bubble based on the ratio of its calculated diameter
% to the pipe diame ter (doverD).
[row.co lumnj -ssizetdcve rfr) ;
for z=1: 1:column
if doverD( 1,z) >= 0.5 %slug
c1ass(z}=3;
e1seif dove rD( 1,z»0.2 & doverD( 1,z)<0 .5 %medium bubble
class(z}=2;
else %small bubb le
class (z)= l ;
end
end
BUBBLEFILL Function
llmctionfbw.xbat,ybar ,d an.doverD.blackp ixel .pc rcen tgas .bubble_area.bubble_dia] »
bubblefill(iml.n.rn.l ighti ng.xorig.yorig.length.height,cal}
% Defineima ge co unter
irnwunr-O;
% Load images fro m files and define as frame! and fra me2
image=imread( im I );
'Y. Crop image
crop= imcrop(i mag e,(xo rig.yo rig, length ,heightJ};
figure(l },subp lot ( l ,n,m}.imsho ....'(crcp.n otrnesize').
ti lle('Cropped') ;
% Gamma corre ction and intensity adj ustmen t. The gamma va lue is weighted
% toward da rker ou tput va lues (ga mma > 1) in orde r to high ligh t s lug and
% bubb le characteristics.
(x.map] =imread(im l );
gamma=indlgray(x.ma p);
ifstrcmp(lighting ,'back light' }-l
adjint=imadjust(gamma,[ ),( ),2.5 );
elseif strcmp(lightin g. 'lase r' )== I
adjin t=imadjust(gamma.[ ],( ].0.4);
,,~
dispfNot a valid light ing technique !')
end
adjint=imcrop(adjint,[xorig.yorig.length.heigh t]) ;
figure(2),subplot( Lnm ).imshoYoo{adjint, 'notrue size'),
title(' lnt Adj'} ;
% Ask for user input about the exis tence ofa sl ug. Ifa s lug is defined ,
'Y. smoot hly interpo late inward from the pixel val ues on the boundary of
% a spec ified po lygon .
user= l ;
user=input ('To se lect a slug region type s. oth erwi se to continue type c','s');
if use r=='s'
{x.y.s lugfill.BW ,xi.yi}=roifill (adjint);
elseif user='e'
d isp( 'No slug selec ted. Continue. .');
slugfi ll=adj int ;
,,~
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disp('Not a valid entry!') ;
end
% Convert ima ge to a two- level image (black and whi te)
bW"im2 bw(slugfi ll,0 ,85);
ifstrcmp(lighting,'bac klight ')=l
figure(3) ,suhp lot(l,n,m) ,imshow(bw ,'no trues ize'),
title('B&W');
elseifstrcm p(lightin g,'lase r')=1
figure(3),subp!ot( l, n,m), imshow( -bw,'notruesize'),
t it le('B&W');
,,~
disp('Not a vali d light ing technique!')
end
% Calcu late the total number of pixels in each image
pixelcount-dengthjstheight);
% Calculate the number of black pixe ls(gas) . The function bwarea calculates
% the wei ghte d nu mber of on pixels . On pixels are wh ite and des ignated I.
if strcm p(lighting,'backlight')= !
blackplxel = bwa rea(- bw) ;
else
blackpixe l = bwarea( bw);
end
% Calcula te the ratio of gas area to the tota l area using pixel values
percentg as=( blackpixellpixeloount).\ 00;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% The following code is required for sparse images. This helps to comp letely fill the
bubbles.
if percentgas <30
%F ind edges in origi nal images (- inverts black and white )
disp('sparse mode')
ed=edge (bw,'log',-lO) ;
ed=bwper im(ed ,8); %Detenn ines the perimeter of an object
%MorphologicaJ operations to fill bubb les/slugs to create an area
if strcmp(light ing,'backlight')=l
morph=bwm orph(ed,'c1ean ',2); %Removes individual pixels
morp h=bwfil l(morp h,'holes',8) ; %Fills bounded regions
%lmage Addition
bw d=double(bw);
morp h_d=do uble(morph);
fill=(morph_d )+(-bw_d) ;
bw-c-fi tl;
", Display figures
figw-e(4).subp lot(I.n.m).imshow(bw,'notruesize').
t itle('Sparsc');
figure( 5).subp lot( t.n.mj.imshc w( -ed/notrue size'I ,
t itle('Edge')
% Calculate new area of black pixels (gas) .
blackpixel .. bwa rea(-bw);
""morph=bwmo rph(ed, 'c1ean'.2); %Removes individual pixels
morpb=bwfil l(morph.'holes·.8) ; %FilIs bounded region s
%Image Add ition
bw d=double(bw);
moq,h_d =doubl e(morph);
fill""{morph_d)+(bw_d);
bw=fi ll:
% Display figures
figure(4) ,subp lot( I .n.m ).im sho....<- bw,'notrues ize'),
tille('Spane');
figure{S),subpl ot( I.n.m). imsho....{- ed,' notrnesi ze').
titl e('ed ge')
% Ca lculate new area of balck pixels (gas) .
blackpi xel = bwarea(bw) ;
end
% Ca lculate the ratio of gas area to the total area using pixel values
percent gas blac kpixe llpixel count)' IOO
end
'Y,%%%%%%%",%%%%'Y,%'Y,'Y,%",%%'Y,%",'Y'%%%"'%%",%%%%%%",%'Y,",%
% Determine the relati ve s ize of eacb bubbl e as the ratio of each bubble area
% to the tota l bubble area . This is done using the relbubb lesize function .
% This functionalso ca lculat es the center of mass for each gas bubb le.
[xbar.ybar.dcverp.bubbte_area.b ubble_dia]=re lbubblesize(bw ,cal) ;
% Classify eac h gas bubble as small( I ), mediwn(2) or slug(3) using the
% bubblecla sssifica tio n function.
[class]=bubbl eclassi fication(doverD);
' 2'>
CROSSCORR Function
ftmction[xYel,)'Yel,xcoord,ycoortlxcorr]=crosscorr(im 1.im2.seg,fJamerate,xorig,yorig,
length.height.ca l.n.m.shift)
%Determines horizontal and vertical velocities of bubbles and slugs between
%consecutive frames of a flow sequence using a cross-co rrelation algorithm. The
%images are segmented into equal size square regions so !hat velocities can be
%detenn ined for each region.
0/.
%imI and im2 are the filenames of two consecutive images defined as 'filename.ext'
%
'Yoseg is the size of the segmented region in pixels
%
%framerate is the camera speed measured in frames per secondtfps)
%
%The following parameters remain constant for an image sequence and are obtained
%from the results of the REDUCTION Function:
% scale dist required for calibration
% pixeC dist required for calibration
% xorig x coordinat e of image upper left come r
% yerig y coordinate of image upper left come r
% length horizontal 'ol.i dth/length of image
% height vertical height of image
% Start internal clock to dete rmine processin g time
tic
% Read two consecutiv e images as specified by iml and im2
im l=im:read(im l) ;
iml_iml):
% Convert calibration to metric units
metcal-9:al·O,0254; ~ometers per pixel calibration
% Crop images to be exactly the same pixel size in order to remove area outside
% of the test section
iml ='imcrop(im l .[xorig,yorig,length,height]);
im2"'imcrop(im2,fxorig,(yorig-shift),length,height]);
% Matrix reduction to adj ust image coordinates
x_min=l;
x_max='lcnglh;
y_min=l;
13.
'Y_max= height ;
im l =iml(y~min:'Y_max.x_min :x_max);
im2"'im2(y _m in;y_max. x_min :x_max) ;
% Convert images to dou ble precis ion. Requi red for most image processing fimctions .
iml=double(iml);
im2=do uble(im2);
0/. Reset loop co unters
counti- l ;
countj = l ;
% Create a zero iU'Ta'Yfor xve l, yve l, xcoc rd and ycoo rd to begin first loop .
xvel=zeros(ceil«s ize( im l . l )-seg)/« I)eseg»,cei1«size(im l .2)-seg)/«(I )eseg» );
yvelvx vel;
xcoord =xvel ;
ycoord=yve1;
% Create a nested double loop to accom moda te horizontal and vertical segme ntation
for jj= I :( I) eseg :size(iml . l )-seg
for ii'<l :( l)eseg:size(i m I,2)-seg
irnlseg=im l(jj :jj+seg-I .ii:ii+seg- I);
im2 seg=im2 (jj :jj+seg-l .ii:ii+seg-I);
% Calculate the standard deviation of each of the segmented regions
im l stad==std2( im lse g);
im2stad=std2 (im2 seg);
% To prevent division by zero during cross -correlation it is necessary to
% defi ne the standard devia tion as NaN if it is identica lly equal to zero.
if imlstad:==O
im lstad=NaN ;
end
if im2s tad=O
im2stad =NaN;
end
% Subtract the mean intensity of each region to avoid correlat ion of the mean .
iml seg=im l seg-mean2(iml seg);
im2seg:im2seg-mean2(im 2seg);
% Calcul ate the cross-correlation using xco rrf2(wr itten by R. John son as
% down loaded from the Mathworks web site) .
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% It is necessary to divide by the prod uct of the horizonta l segment size,
% vertical segment size, horizontal standard deviation and vertical
% standard deviation to normalize the cross-corre lation peak height s. This
% is an approximation to dividi ng by a calculated correlation coefficient.
if isnan(iml stad)-=I & isnan(im2stad)-=1 %not equa l to operator
R9:corrf2(iml seg,im2seg)!(seg*seg"'im l stad "'im2stad );
% Create bias correction matrix and use to correc t for disp lacement bias
bias_cor=conv2(ones(seg),ones(seg»)/(seg "'seg);
R=R.lbias_cor;
% Plot 3-D cross-corre lation function.
%figure(2+countj ),subplot(1,round(lengthlseg),counti),
%mesh(R(rOlUld(O.5·seg):round(1.5'"seg),round(O.5*seg):round( 1.5'"seg»),
% Locate the x and y coordinates of the peak of the cross-c orrelation
% function. Curve is symmetrical therefore to reduce calculation
% time it is only necessary to search centraJ band.
[y1,x1]=find(R= max(max( R(ceil(0.5*seg):ce il(I.5"'seg),c eil(O.5'"seg):ceil(I .5"'seg»»);
% If more than one set of coordinates correspond to the same peak , select the first.
ifsize(x l , I»1 I size(yI ,I »1 %Logical or operator
disp('check , more than one coordinat e!!')
x l =xl(l );
y l =yl(l );
end
% Interpolate using a specified curve fit to find a more accurate estimate of the x
and y coordinates ofthe peak. A three point Gaussian fit has been used in the 'intpeak'
function.
[xO,yOl "in tpeak(x I,y1,R(y I,xl ),R(y J,x1· 1),R(y I,xl +1),R(y1-1.x1),R(y I+ I,x1),2);
% Calculate displacement of peak coordinat es in pixels
xdispex u-seg:
ydisp=(yO-seg)+(shift);
% Determin e x and y coordinates for velocity vector location for velocity vector
plot .
xcoord(countj,counti )=(segl2 )+ii-l ;
ycoord(countj,counti)=( seg!2)+jj -1;
% Calculate x and y velocities and store corresponding cross-correlation
xvel(countj ,coun ti)=-(xdisp/( tlframera te» ;
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yvel(COWltj,counti)=(-ydisp/(l /framerate» ;
xcomCOWltj,COWlti)'t'R(y I,x I);
end % End for cross-correlationloop
% Update coun ter for nested loop
counti =counti + I;
end ¥. End for nested for loop
% Reset counter for nested loop for subseque nt passes
counti=l ;
% Update counter for outer loop
countjecountj-eI ;
end % End for outer loop
%00 not execute vector plots and interpolation for pass to ca lculate the segmentation
%shift.
ifshift>O
% Set scale for velocit y vector plots
sca le=NaN;
ifseg<20
scalc=2:
d~
scaIe=O.5;
end
". Plot velocity vectors laid over original image
figure(6),subplot( I,(n- I),(m- I».imshow( iml ,n,'notn1esize'),
tit lefVector');
axis on,ho ld
figure(6),quivcr(xcoord,ycoord.xvel,yve l,scale ,'g');
end%if
0;.,• • •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • • • • • •• • • • • •• • •
% Check veloc ity vectors and attempt to replace negative values with vectors interpolated
%from neighbouring velocities. Th is algorithm uses the interpolation function
%naninterp.m written by J. Kristian down loaded from the Mathworks web site.
% Clea r variables from memory
IJ3
d ear yy xx nxcoord nycoord nxvel nyvel new_xvel newyel
% Search for velocity vectors in the opposite direction to flow
% yy and xx are coordinates of negative veloci ties
[yy,xx}=find(yvel >O);
new xvel=xvel;
new3 vel=yvel;
for j = l :size(yy ,I )
nxcoord(j)=xcoord (yy(j),xx(j» ;
nycoor d(j)rycoord(yy(j),xx(j»;
nxvel(j )=xvel(yy(j ),xx(j» ;
nyve l(j)=yvel(yy(j ),xx(j » ;
% No w asign NotAN wn ber (NaN ) to all the points in the matrix thai requi re
% interpolati on of a new velocity vector .
new_xvel(yy(j ),xx(j)=NaN ;
newy vel(yy(j ),xx(j)= NaN ;
end
% Interpolat e the NaN's
disp('Interpo lating velocity vectors ')
[new_xve l,newyel]=naninterp{new_xve l,newyvel);
0/0..• ..• ••••••••••• • •••••••• ..••• •••• ••• ..••••• • • .
%Plot velocity vectors if shi ft > O.
if shift>O
% Plot corrected velocities.
figur e(7),subplot(1,(n- l ),(m- I)),imshow(im l, [],'notrues ize'),
title('Interp');
axis on,hold
figure(7),qui ver(xcoord,ycoord ,new_xvel,newy el,scale,'r') ;
end%if
% Calibrate velocity based on pixel to distan ce scale measurements
new xvel cat-mew xveljs metcal,
new3veCcal=-(ne~....Y"el)·metcal ;
% Assign/d isplay vari able s to becarried by funct ion
«vel- new xvel cal;
yve l=newy cCcal;
% Average y-velocity for each vertical segment
%av~new'yvel_cal=mean(newJ'vel_cal)
% Stop internal clok and display processing lime
toe
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INTPEAK Function
function [xO,yO]=intpeak(xl,y l, R,Rxml ,Rxpt, Ryml, Rypl,method)
% function [xO,yO]=intpeak(x I,x2,x3,yl ,y2,y3,method,N)
% METHOD =
% I for centroid fit,
% 2 for gaussian fit,
% 3 for parabolic fit
% xl and y I are maximal values in respective directions.
% N is interrogation window size.
ifmethod= l
xO=(((xl-I)"'Rxml)+(xl "'R)+«(x l +I)"'Rxp l» I (Rxml + R+Rxp l) ;
yO=( (yI- I)"'Rym l)+ (y l "'R)+«(yl +I)"'Ryp l » I (Ryml + R+Rypl );
elseif method=2
xQ=xl + ( (log(Rxml )-log(Rxpl )V( (2"'log(Rxm l »-(4 "'log(R»)+(2"'log(Rxpl »» ;
yo-]'I + «(log(Ryml )-log(Rypl)V( (2"'log(Ryml »)-(4"'log(R» +(2"'log(Rypl »» ;
elseif method-==3
xO"'xl +( (Rxm l-Rxpl)/( (2"'Rxm l)-( 4"'R)+(2"'Rxp l»);
y(Fy1 + ( (Ryml -Rypl)/( (2"'Ryml)-(4"'R)+(2"'Ryp l));
else
(P lease include your desired peakf hting function; 1 for 3-point fit, 2 for gaussian fit, 3
for parabolic fit')
end
xO"'real(xO);
yO=real(yO);
MUL TlMAGES Function
function multima ges(fram e,seg,framerate,ligh ting)
% Start loop timer
tic
% Close all open figure window s
close all
% Co unt numbe r of input images(n)
nne-lengtfuframe);
% Define image coordinates. Thi s remo ves unwant ed information such as background
% noi se.
xorige I88;
yorig=76;
lengthe l Ie ;
hheight =o316 ;
sseg-seg
% Calibrate image with scalc (Y2-YI)
scale dist=4;
pixeCdist"'176.7; %(Y2- Yl )
cal=scale_distlpi xcl_dist ; %inches per pixel calibration for scale
% Calculate image shift to improv e segmentation and cross-co rrelat ion result s
shift =O ;
im l =frame{l };
im2=fram e{2 };
m=2;
n=2;
hcight=length
segvlength
[xvel,yvel,xcoord,ycoord,xcorr)=crossco rr(im l, im2,seg, framerate,xo rig,yorig,length,
height ,cal ,n,m,shift );
yvol
shifl"'fix(yvel·( I/framerate).( lI(cal· O.0254)))
n"'OO;
heightehheight;
segvsseg;
form= I :n
% Define image im l for each imag e in the list defined by fram e.
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imt -frame jm};
[bw,xbar,ybar,c1ass,doverD,blackpixel,percentgas,bubble_area,bubble_dia]=bubblefi ll
(imI,n,m,lighting,xorig,yorig,length,height,cal);
bbw(:,:,lUFbw(:,:);
% Determine matrix positions for each bubble size
slug=find(c1ass=3);
medbub=find(c1ass=2);
smlbub; find(c1ass==l );
% Count nwn ber of slugs, mediwn bubbles and bubbles
num_slug=size{slug,2) %2 indicates counting number of columns in matrix
num medbub=size(medbub,2)
num=smlbub=size(smlbub,2);
% If there are no slugs, medium bubbles or small bubbles, automatically
% assign a velocity of zero.
if num slug-e-O
slu~vel-==O
end
if num medbub=O
medbub vel=O
end -
if num smlbub==O
smlb~b vel=O
end -
% Determine x and y coordinates of slugs and medium bubbles in 'class' matrix
for k-==l :num_slug
slu&..xbar(kF-xbar( l ,(slug(I ,k») ;
slug....Ybar(k)=ybar( 1,(slug(l ,k)));
slug_dia(kF-bubble_dia( I,( slug( l,k») ;
end
for k=l:num medb ub
medbub xbar(krxbar(l ,(medbub( l ,k» );
medbuby bar(k)=ybar( I,(medbub(I,k)));
medbub dia(k)=bubble dia(I,(medbub( l ,k» );
end - -
ifm>l
% Define variables for crosscorr function
if strcmp(li ghting,'backlight')=I
lmt - fremetm-t }:
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im2=frame {m};
else
im l =-bbw( : , :,(m~t )) ;
im2=-bbw(:,:,m);
end
% Run crosscorr function and structure results
[xvel,yvel,xcoord,ycoord,xcorr}=crosscorr(iml,im2,seg,framerate,xorig,yorig.length,
height.cal.n.m.shift);
% Calculate average y velocity of each vertica l segment
%avgyvel(:. :,m)=m ean(yvel(:,:,m»);
% Define yvel_bub to be used in calculati ng an avera ge bubble velocity .
% Each velocity used in calculating a slug or medium bubble velocity
% is replaced with NaN. This preserves the original velocity arrayryvel).
yvel_bube yvel
% Replace any zero value velocities with Na."l. This can be used to omit
% the zero velocitie s when calcu lating average values.
for p=l :(heightlseg)
for q=1:(Iength/seg)
if yvel_bub(p,q) "'''''O;
yvel_bub(p,q)=NaN;
end
end
end
% Calculate slug velocity using neighbouring veloc ity vectors. Replace
% each slug velocity with NaN.
if num slug>« I
nu~""num_slug ; % Define variables for function
xxbar-slug_xbar;
yybarestugy bar;
diaeslugdia;
[vel.yvel_bubI"" velclassmatch(height,length,seg,num,yy bar,xxbar,yvel_bub.yvel.dia );
slug_vel-v el % Define slug velocity
end
% Calcu late medium bubble velocity using neighbour ing velocity vector s.
% Replace each medium bubble velocit y with NaN.
if num medbub>»!
numvrnun_medbub ; % Define variables for function
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xxbar=medbub xbar;
yybar=medbubybar;
dia'9IIedbub_dia ;
[vel ,yvel _bubJ- veldassmalch(height.length ,seg.num,yybar.xxbar ,yvel _bub. yvel.dia );
medb ub_vel-vel % Define medium bubb le velocity
end
,",0 Ca lcula te average smal l bubble velocity
ifnum smlbub>-l
smlbub _velsnan meant tnanmean(yvel, bub»')o/.NaN's are ignored in ca lcu lating mean
% Remo ve any velocity vec tors that are 500/. grea ter than or less than the
% average and re-ca lculate average bubb le veloc ity ,
[yy ,XXJ=find((yvel _bub>(smlbub_vel +0.5" smlbub_vel»I(y vel_bub« smlbub_ve l-
O.5"smlbub vel»);
newyvet butFyvel_bub;
for j =l :sizc (yy ,l )
newj'vel_bub(yy(j),xx(j )}=NaN;
end
newy 'el_bub
smlbub_vel918lUT1eaD( nan mean( new _'yvel_bub»')
end
% Increment variable 'image' for eac h loop throu gh consecutive frames. This
% allow s theresults to have a unique nam e in a run with more than one image.
filename=['data '.num2str(m-1 ),'_'.nwn2str(m) J;
% Structure results and save data to file called 'filename '.
bubble area-bubble area';
bubble- dia=-bubble dia ' ;
dass=class'; -
donr[)=doverD';
xbar-xba r';
yba r=ybar';
s lu~vel=s lug_vel';
medbub vel-medbub ve l';
save (m ;name,'seg', ' fr~merate' ,'lighting','n','xo';g','yorig' ,'length ','hei ght' ,'yvel','slu&_vel ',
'medbub_vel ','sm lbub_vel','xvel','xbar' ,'ybar','class','blackpixel', 'pe rcentgas','bubble_area',
'bubble_dia' ,'do verO','shift ','newy vel_bub')
d isp([,Parameters saved to file : ', filename)
end %end of if statement
end ~oend of for loo p
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% Stop loop timeranddisplaytotal processing time
toe
NANINTERP Function
function [u.vjenaninrerptu,v)
% function [u.v je naninterpiu,v)
%
% Interpola tes NaN's in a vectorfield.
[dy.dx'[- sizeru);
[py,pxl ""find(isnan(u)=!);
teller=l ;
while - isempty(py)
forj =l :size(py,1)
ifpy(j )-= l & py(j}-=d y & px(j)-=l & px(j)-=dx
u(py(j),px(j » =nanmean( nanmean( u(py(j )-l :py(j)+ ! ,px(j )-1:px(j)+1»);
v(py(j),px(j))'=nanmean(nanmean( v(py(j)- l :py(j)+1,px(j)-1:px(j)+ I») ;
end
if py(j)=1 & px(j)= l
u(py(j),px(j ))=nanmean( nanmean(u(py(j) :py(j)+1,px(j) :px(j)+ 1»);
v(py(j ),px(j» ""nanmean(nanmean( v(pyG):py(j)+ 1,px(j):px(j)+ 1»);
end
ifpy(j)=! & px(j)=dx
u(py(j) ,px(j»)=nanmean(nanmean(u(py(j):py(j)+! ,px(j)-l :px(j)))) ;
v(py(j),px(j)}=nanmean(nanmean(v(py(j):py(j )+ 1,pxO)-1:px(j»)));
end
ifpy(j)=dy & px(j)=l
u(py(j),px(j))91 anme an(nanmean(u(py(j).1 :py(j),px(j) :px(j)+ I)));
v(pyG),px(j»"'nanmean(nanmean(v(pyG)-1:py(j),px(j): px(j)+ I» );
end
if py(j)=dy & px(j)=dx
u(py(j) ,px(j» "'nanmean (nanmean(u(py(j)-I :py(j),px(j)-1:px(j» » ;
v(py(j) ,px(j»=nanmean(nanmean(v(py(j)-1:py(j) ,px(j)- I :px(j)))) ;
end
ifpy(j )==1 & px(j}-'=I & px(j)-=dx
u(pyG),px(j»91anmean(nanmean( u(pyG):py(j)+1,px(j)- I :px(j)+ I») ;
v(py(j),px(j) j-nanmeantnenmeemv(py(j) :py(j)+ 1,px(j)- I :px(j)+ I»);
end
if py(j)=dy &px(j}-'=I &px(jr "'dx
u(py(j),px(j» "'nanmean(nanmean(u(py(j)- l :py(j),px(j)- I :px(j)+1») ;
v(py(j ),px(j» =nanmean(nanmean(v(py(j)- ! :py(j),px(j)- I :px(j)+ I))) ;
end
ifpx(j)=! & py(j}-'=l & py(j}-=dy
u(py(j),px(j» 91 anmean(nanmean(u(PYO)-1:py(j)+ ! ,px(j) :px(j)+ 1»);
v(py(j),px(j»)=nanmean(nanmean(v(py(j)- l :py(j)+! ,px(j):p x(j)+1» );
end
ifpx(j)=dx & py(j}-= l & py(j}-=d y
u(py(i) ,px(j»=nanmean(nanmean(u(py(j )-l :pyG)+ 1.pxG)-1 :px(j»» j
v(pyG).px(j ))=nanmean(nanmean(v(pyG) - 1:py(j )+ l .px(j )~1:px(j»)));
end
teller=teller+l ;
end
[py,px]=find( isnan(u)== 1);
end
NAMvtEAN Function
function y = namnean(x)
%NANMEAN Average or mean ignoring NaN s.
% NANMEAN(X) return s the ave rage treating NaNs as missing values.
% For vectors , NANMEAN(X) is the mean value of the non-NaN
% ele ments in X. For matrices, NANMEA N(X) is a row vecto r
% contain ing the mean value of each column, ignorin g NaNs.
%
% See a lso NANMEDlAN , NA NSTD, NANMlN, NANMAX, NANSUM.
% Cop yrigh t (c) 1993-98 by The MathWorks, Inc .
% $Rev ision: 2.8 $ $Dat e: 199 7/1 112901:45:53 $
if isempty(x) % Check for empty input.
y = NaN;
return
end
% Replace NaNs wi th zeros .
nan s = isnan(x);
i = find(nans) ;
x(i)= zeros(s ize( i);
ifmin(si2".e(x»='I ,
count = length(xr sum(nans);
el se
co unt = size(x, lrswn( nans);
end
% Protect against a co lumn of a ll NaNs
I = find(count=----O);
count(i) = ones( size(i» ;
y = sum(x)Jc ount;
y(i) = i + NaN;
REDUCTI ON Function
function select='reduction(framel ,frame2)
%Load images hom files and define as frame I and fremcz
im l =imread(framel );
im2=imread(frame 2) ;
%Def1ne window for displaying images and do not adjust size
tigure( l ),subplot( I,2, 1),imshow( iml ,'notruesize');
subplot(I, 2,2),imshow(im2,'notruesize');
%Pick two points from original image for calibratio n purposes
[X I,Y I] '" ginput( l )
[X2,Y2] = ginput( l )
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RELBUBSIZE Function
function [xbar,ybar,doverD,bubble_area,bubble_dia]=relbubblesize(bw,cal)
% Label each gas bubble or slug using number s starting at I for the first, 2
% for the second and so on. The background is numbered O.
bw=uint8(bw);
bubble_number=bwlabel(-bw,8); % use 8 connectivity
[num_row,num_col]=si7-e(bubble_number) ;
for j=I :1:max(max(bubble_number» %j represent s/coun ts bubble number
% Find center of mass(centroid) of each gas bubble
[y,xJ=find(bubble num ber-vj);
[numpix)=size(y,i');
xbar(j)=sum(xy numpix;
ybar(j)==sum(y)/numpix;
% Create separa te images for each gas bubble. This provides a means to check
% function operation and to caJculate each gas bubble area as a weighted
% average (bwarea) instead of simply a pixel count. A straight pixel count
% could be used to reduce calculation time if necessary.
new bubble numbe r-bubble number;
for c:OI:I :num row -
for d=l : l:n~ col
if bubble_number(c,d}==j
new bubble nwnbe r(c,d)=O;
else - -
newbubble_numbenc.dj- t :
end
end
end
%figure(5),s ubplot(max(max(bubble_number»,l j), imshow(new_bubble_number,'notrue
size');
% Calculate gas bubble area and gas bubble diameter
bubble_area(j)==bwarea(-new_bubble_num ber);
buhble_dia(j}=(4·bubble_area (jYpi)"(I I2);
% Claculate d' D to determine gas bubble classification (small, medium or slug)
% d is the bubble diameter (bubble_dia). D is the inside pipe diameter.
doverD(j)=« bubble_dia(j))"calY3;
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VELCLASSMATCH Function
function[vel ,yvel _bub ]=ve lclassmatch(height,length,seg,nwn ,yybar ,xxbar ,yvel_bub ,yvel ,
dia)
% Thi s funct ion calculates a velocity for each slug or medium bubb le based
% on a know classification. The veloc ity is determined as an averag e of
% neighbouring velocit y vecto rs as dete nnind from the cro ss-correlation
% funct ion.
%
% vel velocity of the slug or gas bubble
% yvel_bub velocity matrix with NaN's inserted for velocity values used
% in calculat ing the slug and medium bubble velociti es
% height height of the image in pixel units
% length length of the image in pixel unit s
% seg size of square block s used for segmentation
% num number of slugs or gas bubble s
% yybar y coord inates for centroid of slug or gas bubble
% xxbar x coordi nate for centroid of slug or gas bubb le
% yve l velocit y matr ix beforeNaN's are inserted
% Calculate bubb le radius
rad=dia/2 ;
% Define positions for slug tip bound ary location assuming circular geometry. Use 30
% and 60 degree positions.
xthirt)""'{rad)"'(cos(pi/6»;
ythirty=(rad)"'(sin(pi/6»);
xsixty=(rad)"'(cos(pi/3»);
ys ixty=(rad)"'(sin(pi/3»;
for k= l :num
% Ass ign variables to centroid location based on segm ent numbe r rather
% than pixel value . Easier to identify matri x location for velocit y.
y1(k)=roWld(yybar(k )/seg);
xl (kFround(xxbar(k)/seg);
y2(k)=roWld(yybar(k)/seg);
x2(k}; roWld«xxba.r(k)+rad)/seg);
y3(k)=round«yybar(k}-rad)/seg);
x3(k)=roWld(xxbar(k)/seg);
y4(k)=roWld(yybar(k )/seg );
x4(kFround«x xbar(k}-rad)/seg);
y5(k)=roWld«y ybar{k)-(yt hirty) /seg);
xS(k)=round« xxbar(k)+(xthirty»)/s eg);
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y6(k}9uund«yybar(k)-(ysixty»)lseg);
x6(k)=round(xxbar(k)+{xsixty»)lseg) ;
y7 (k.)=ToWld((YYba r(k )-(yth irty»)lseg );
x7(k)=round«xxbar(k}{xthirty»)lseg);
y8(krround«(yy ba r(k:H,ysixty »)o'se g);
x8(k)=JOund«xxbar(k)-(xsixty»)lseg) ;
% Replace any of the above variables tha i may potent ially fall outside of the
% segmentation grid .
if x2(k»fix(lengthiseg)
x2(k)=fix( lengthlse g) ;
end
if y3(k»fix(hdght/seg)
y3(kr fix(he ight/seg );
end
ifx 4(k)<1
x4(kF I;
end
if x5(k.» fix(lengthiscg)
x5(k)=fix(length/seg);
000
ifx6(k»fix(lengthlseg)
x6(k)=fix(lengthlseg);
end
if x7(k)<1
x7(k)= 1;
,00
ifx 8(k)<1
x8(k)= l ;
end
% Determine ve locity vectors for each slug or medium gas bubble selected fonn the
% velocity vecto r matri x. Replace any used velocity vector with NaN in the matrix.
veil (k)=yvel_bub(y1(k),x I(k» ;
yvet bub(y l(k),x l( k)r NaN;
vel2(k:)=yvel_bub(y2(k),x2(k» ;
yvel_bub(y2(k ),x2(k»= NaN;
vel3 (k)=yvel _bub(y 3(k),x3( k»;
yve l_bub( y3(k),x3(k»=NaN;
vel4(k)=yvel_bub(y4(k),x4(k»;
yvel _bub( y4(k),x4( k»=NaN ;
vel5(k)=yvel _bub(y5(k),x5( k»;
yvel_buh(y5(k ),x5(k) )=-NaN;
veI6(kf='yvel_bu b(y6(k),x6(k» ;
yve l_bub(y6(k ),x6(k»= NaN ;
veI7(k) ;yvel_bub(y7(k),x7(k»;
yvel_bub(y7(k),x7(k))=NaN;
veI8(k)=yve1_bub(y8(k),x8(k» ;
yvel_bub(y 8(k),x8(k»)=NaN;
% Remove any veloc ity vectors that are less than or greater than 70% of
% the average velocity
vectors =[ve ll(k) vel2( k) vel3(k) vel4(k) veI5(k) ve16(k) ve I7(k) vel8(k )];
avg_vel-nanme aruvectors);
min_vel={aviL vel)-(avg_vel)*O.3;
max _vel==(avg_vel)+(avg_vel)*0.3;
if (ve11(k)«min_vel)) :(vell (k»(max_vel))
vell (k)='NaN;
end
if (veI2(k)«min_vel» :(vel2(k)>(max_vel»
vel2(k rNaN;
end
if(ve13(k)«min_vel»l(vel3(k»(max_vel»
vel3(k FNaN;
end
if (veI4(k)«min_vel» I(vel4(k»(max_vel»
vel4(k);NaN;
end
if (vel 5(k)«min_vel»I( vel5(k»(max_vel»
veI5(k);NaN;
end
if (ve l6(k) « m in_vel»[(vel6(k»(max _ve l»
ve16(k)=NaN ;
end
if (vel7(k)«min_ve l» [(ve17(k»(max_vel»
vel7( k):NaN;
end
if (ve I8(k)«min_vel»l(velg(kp(max _vel»
veI8(k)=Na N;
end
149
% Calculate theveloc ity as an average of the four neighbouring
% vclcoity vectors.
vectors=[vell (k) vcl2(k ) vel3(k) vel4(k) vcl5(k) vcl6(k ) \'cl7(k) vcl8(k) ]
\'el(kFnanmean(vC'Clors);
end
ISO
XCORRF2 Function
function c = xcon12(a ,b)
% c = xcon12(a,b)
% Two-dim ensiona l cros s-correlation using Fourier transforms.
% XCORRF2(A,B) computes the crosscorrelation of matrices A and B.
% XCORR F2(A) is the autocor relation funct ion.
% This routine is functionally equivalent to xcorr2 but faster.
% See also XCORR2.
% Author(s): R. Johnson
% $Revision: 1.0 $ $Oate: 1995/1 1/27 $
[ma,na] "' size(a);
if nargin = l
% for autocorrelation
b= a;
end
[mb,nb] = size(b);
% make reverse conjugate of one array
b = conj(b(mb :. I :l ,nb:· I :l» ;
% use powe r of 2 transform lengths
mf = 2"nextpow2(ma+mb);
nf = 2"nextpow2(na+nb);
at "' fft2(b,mf,nf);
bt =fft2(a,mf,nf);
% multip ly transform s then inverse transform
c =iffi2(at.·bl);
% make real outpu t for real input
if - any(any(imag(a))) & - any(any(imag(b)))
c = real(c);
end
% trim to standard size
c(ma +mb:mf,:) = [ ];
c(:,na+nb:nf) = [ ];



